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Supercomputing Challenge Vision 

The Vision of the Supercomputing Challenge is to be a 
nationally recognized program that promotes computational 
thinking in science and engineering so that the next generation 
of high school graduates is better prepared to compete in an 
information-based economy. 

 

Supercomputing Challenge Mission 

The Mission of the Supercomputing Challenge is to teach teams of middle and high schools 
students how to use powerful computers to analyze, model and solve real world problems.  

About the Supercomputing Challenge  

The Supercomputing Challenge (the Challenge) is an exciting program that offers a truly unique 
experience to students in our state. The opportunity to work on the most powerful computers in 
the world is currently available to only a very few students in the entire United States, but in 
New Mexico, it is just one of the benefits of living in the "Land of Enchantment." 

The Challenge is a program encompassing the school year in which teams of students complete 
science projects using high-performance supercomputers. Each team of up to five students and a 
sponsoring teacher defines and works on a single computational project of its own choosing.  
Throughout the program, help and support are given to the teams by their project advisors and 
the Challenge organizers and sponsors. 

The Challenge is open to all interested students in grades 6 through 12 on a nonselective basis. 
The program has no grade point, class enrollment or computer experience prerequisites.  
Participants come from public, private, parochial and home-based schools in all areas of New 
Mexico. The important requirement for participating is a real desire to learn about science and 
computing. 

Challenge teams tackle a range of interesting problems to solve. The most successful projects 
address a topic that holds great interest for the team. In recent years, ideas for projects have come 
from Astronomy, Geology, Physics, Ecology, Mathematics, Economics, Sociology, and 
Computer Science. It is very important that the problem a team chooses is what we call "real 
world" and not imaginary. A "real world" problem has measurable components. We use the term 
Computational Science to refer to science problems that we wish to solve and explain using 
computer models.  

Those teams who make significant progress on their projects can enter them in the competition 
for awards of cash and scholarships for the individuals and computer equipment for the school. 
Team trophies are also awarded for: Teamwork, Best Written Report, Best Professional 
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Presentation, Best Research, Creativity and Innovation, Environmental Modeling, High 
Performance, Science is Fun and the Judges' Special Award, just to name a few. 

The Challenge is offered at minimal cost to the participants or the school district. It is sponsored 
by a partnership of federal laboratories, universities, and businesses. They provide food and 
lodging for events such as the kickoff conference during which students and teachers are shown 
how to use supercomputers, learn programming languages, how to analyze data, write reports 
and much more. 

These sponsors also supply time on the supercomputers and lend equipment to schools that need 
it. Employees of the sponsoring groups conduct training sessions at workshops and advise teams 
throughout the year. The Challenge culminates with an Expo and Awards Ceremony in the 
spring at Los Alamos National Laboratory. 

History 

The New Mexico High School Supercomputing Challenge was conceived in 1990 by former Los 
Alamos Director Sig Hecker and Tom Thornhill, president of New Mexico Technet Inc., a 
nonprofit company that in 1985 set up a computer network to link the state's national 
laboratories, universities, state government and some private companies. Sen. Pete Domenici, 
and John Rollwagen, then chairman and chief executive officer of Cray Research Inc., added 
their support.  

In 2001, the Adventures in Supercomputing program formerly housed at Sandia National 
Laboratories and then at the Albuquerque High Performance Computing Center at the University 
of New Mexico merged with the former New Mexico High School Supercomputing Challenge to 
become the New Mexico High School Adventures in Supercomputing Challenge.  

In 2002, the words "High School" were dropped from the name as middle school teams had been 
invited to participate in 2000 and had done well.  

In the summer of 2005, the name was simplified to the Supercomputing Challenge. 

In 2007, the Challenge began collaborating with the middle school Project GUTS, (Growing Up 
Thinking Scientifically), an NSF grant housed at the Santa Fe Institute. 

In 2013, the Challenge began collaborating with New Mexico Computer Science for All, an NSF 
funded program based at the Santa Fe Institute that offers a comprehensive teacher professional 
development program in Computer Science including a University of New Mexico Computer 
Science course for teachers. 
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2015—2016 Challenge Awards 

 
 
Ming Lo, Andy Corliss, and Phillip Ionkov of Aspen Elementary along with Max Corliss of 
Los Alamos Middle School won first place in the Supercomputing Challenge for their project, 
“Solving the Rubik’s Cube 2.0.” They created a 3D simulation of a Rubik’s cube, as well as an 
implementation of a cube-solving algorithm.  
 
Aspen Elementary and Los Alamos Middle Students Take 
First Place in the 26th Annual Supercomputing Challenge 
 
LOS ALAMOS, N.M., April 26, 2016 – Andy Corliss of Aspen Elementary, Max Corliss of Los 
Alamos Middle, Phillip Ionkov of Aspen Elementary, and Ming Lo of Aspen Elementary won 
first place for their project, “Solving the Rubik’s Cube 2.0,” on Tuesday at the 26th New Mexico 
Supercomputing Challenge at Los Alamos National Laboratory. They created a three-
dimensional simulation of a Rubik’s cube, a national favorite brain-bending puzzle, as well as an 
implementation of a cube-solving algorithm. They also won the Most Professional Presentation 
award for their efforts. 
 
“The goal of the yearlong event is to teach student teams how to use powerful computers to 
analyze, model and solve real-world problems,” said David Kratzer of Los Alamos’ High 
Performance Computer Systems group, and executive director of the Supercomputing Challenge. 
“Participating students improve their understanding of technology by developing skills in 
scientific inquiry, modeling, computing, communications and teamwork.” 
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Second place went to Christopher Leap and Nicholas Brown of Portales High School for their 
project, “Yavanchlan: Creating Optimal Strategies for Artificial Intelligence to Play Against 
Humans.” They studied techniques to enable efficient computer play of Yavanchlan, a derivative 
they created of the board game Yavalanchor. They also won the award for Best Report for their 
high-quality write-up of their work. 
 
Los Alamos Middle student Lillian Petersen won 
third place for her project, “Detecting Climate 
Change Through Means and Extremes.” Her study 
aggregated data from thousands of weather 
stations around the world, which she processed 
and analyzed with a Python program she wrote to 
find overall changes and trends in climate around 
the world. She also won the Community Impact 
award for working with the Bradbury Science 
Museum to make a traveling exhibit that will be 
shown in museums across the country. 
 
A complete list of all winning student teams is available at the New Mexico Supercomputing 
Challenge website (http://supercomputingchallenge.org/15-16/expo-
files/2016AwardCeremonySlides.pdf). All final student reports are online 
(http://www.supercomputingchallenge.org/15-16/final-reports/submitted/).  
 
For more than a quarter century the challenge has: 

• Helped state high school graduates go on to succeed at college in STEM areas; 
• improved the information-based economy of New Mexico by promoting computational thinking; 
• increased New Mexico’s international competitiveness in smart manufacturing; 
• helped middle and high school students meet common core standards with academic excellence 

in math modeling, science and technical writing; 
• and created a culture of collegiality and professional  development among the New Mexico 

educator community. 

The Challenge’s positive impact on New Mexico is widely acknowledged. David Williams, a 
Challenge judge from IBM, said: “I’m really inspired by some of the kids I met today.” Kaley 
Goatcher of Honeywell said: “The Supercomputing Challenge is a great experience for students 
to get involved with science, computing, and math before entering college. The event challenges 
students to change the world, one project at a time.”  
 
The Supercomputing Challenge is open to any New Mexico high school, middle school, or 
elementary school student. More than 200 students and teachers representing 57 teams from 
schools around the state spent the school year researching scientific problems, developing 
sophisticated computer programs, and learning about computer science with mentors from the 
state’s national laboratories and other organizations. All the finalist teams received plaques for 
their schools, a large banner suitable for hanging at their schools, and other gifts. 
 

http://supercomputingchallenge.org/15-16/expo-files/2016AwardCeremonySlides.pdf
http://supercomputingchallenge.org/15-16/expo-files/2016AwardCeremonySlides.pdf
http://www.supercomputingchallenge.org/15-16/final-reports/submitted/
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Students and teachers were not the only people in attendance. STEM professionals from Los 
Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratories, universities, and industry from 
across New Mexico volunteered to be judges, tour guides, presenters, and staff for the event. 
“I’m so appreciative of the over 130 people who happily volunteered to help out with this 
program,” said David Kratzer. 
 
Scholarships worth more than $13,000 were awarded at the Supercomputing Challenge Expo. 
Many other awards were distributed ranging from random $100 gifts for finishing the academic 
marathon to team prizes for teamwork, programming prowess, and environmental impact. 
 

 

Scholarship winners were: 
Connor Bailey from Los Alamos High to attend UC Davis, Adrian Hernandez from Taos High to 
attend NM Tech, Vincent Huber from Centennial High in Las Cruces to attend UNM, Aaron 
Nieto from Centennial High to attend UNM, Devon Miller from Centennial High to attend 
UNM, Theodore Petersen from Los Alamos High to attend UNM, Joseph Strawn from 
Centennial High to attend NMSU, Victoria Troyer from the School of Dreams Academy in Los 
Lunas to attend UNM, and Hayden Walker from Los Alamos High to attend NM Tech. 
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Now finishing its 26th year, the Challenge is open to any New Mexico high-school, middle-
school or elementary-school student. Over the past year, teams from schools around the state 
researched scientific problems, developed sophisticated computer programs, learned computer 
science with mentors from the state's national laboratories and other organizations, and had the 
opportunity to run their programs on some of the world's most powerful computers. 
 
The goal of the year-long event was to increase knowledge of science and computing; expose 
students and teachers to computers and applied mathematics; and instill enthusiasm for science 
in middle- and high-school students, their families and communities. Participating students 
improve their understanding of technology by developing skills in scientific inquiry, modeling, 
computing, communications and teamwork. 
 
More information on the New Mexico Supercomputing Challenge can be found at 
http://www.supercomputingchallenge.org online, while final student reports are available at 
http://www.supercomputingchallenge.org/15-16/final-reports/submitted/ online.  
 
The Supercomputing Challenge is sponsored by Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos 
National Security, LLC, the State of New Mexico, and generous industry partners across the 
country. A complete list of sponsors and supports of the Challenge is on its website. 
 
About the Supercomputing Challenge 
Founded in 1990, the New Mexico Supercomputing Challenge is a nonprofit educational 
organization that sponsors an annual computational science competition for elementary, middle- 
and high-school students in New Mexico. 
 
Since its inception, the Supercomputing Challenge has engaged more than 10,300 New Mexico 
students in computational science projects that prepare them for future endeavors in many 
science and high-technology fields. Past participants have succeeded in private industry and 
national laboratories. Major funding for the Supercomputing Challenge comes from national 
laboratories, local and national businesses and individual donors. 
 
See a participation map (http://www.supercomputingchallenge.org/15-16/school-map/) for an 
effective visualization of the statewide program. 
 
About Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Los Alamos National Laboratory, a multidisciplinary research institution engaged in strategic 
science on behalf of national security, is operated by Los Alamos National Security, LLC, a team 
composed of Bechtel National, the University of California, BWX Technologies, Inc. and URS 
for the Department of Energy's National Nuclear Security Administration. 
 
Los Alamos enhances national security by ensuring the safety and reliability of the U.S. nuclear 
stockpile, developing technologies to reduce threats from weapons of mass destruction, and 
solving problems related to energy, environment, infrastructure, health, and global security 
concerns. 
 
 

http://www.supercomputingchallenge.org/
http://www.supercomputingchallenge.org/15-16/final-reports/submitted/
http://www.supercomputingchallenge.org/15-16/school-map/
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Sponsors 
The Supercomputing Challenge is sponsored by Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos 
National Security, LLC, and the State of New Mexico. 

Educational partners include The Center for Connected Learning/NetLogo, Central New Mexico 
Community College, New Mexico Council for Higher Education Computing/Communication 
Service (CHECS), Eastern New Mexico University, MIT StarLogo, New Mexico Computing 
Applications Center, New Mexico EPSCoR, New Mexico Highlands University, New Mexico 
Institute of Mining and Technology, New Mexico Public Education Department, New Mexico 
State University, NMSU-Dona Ana Community College, Northern New Mexico College, San 
Juan College, Santa Fe Community College, Santa Fe Institute, the University of New Mexico 
and the UNM Center for Advanced Research Computing. 

Platinum Partners are Sandia National Laboratories. 

Commercial partners are Abba Technologies/Hewlett Packard, Cray Inc., DataONE, Google, 
Lockheed Martin, The Math Works, Gulfstream Group and bigbyte.cc, Vandyke Software Inc., 
Albuquerque Journal, CAaNES, Fourth Watch Software, Innovate Educate NM, Los Alamos 
National Laboratory Foundation, Lobo Internet Services, New Mexico Business Weekly, New 
Mexico Technology Council, PY Multimedia Services, Qforma, Redfish Group, and Technology 
Integration Group. 
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Locations of the 2015-2016 Supercomputing Challenge teams 
 
 
Teams Finishing the Challenge and submitting final reports: 
 
Team 3, Albuquerque Academy,  
MODELING THE GROWTH OF CYANOBACTERIA ON MARS 
Team Members: Harrison Bay, Wesley Catbagan, Chase Keller, Suraj Kholwadwala 
Sponsor: Jim Mims 
 
Team 4, Albuquerque Academy, Correlating Disease and Pollution 
Team Members: Calvin Stewart, Colin Finnegan, Ethan Ross, Raffy Schleder 
Sponsor: Jim Mims 
 
Team 5, Albuquerque Academy,  
Improving Global Positioning Systems Through Satellite Selection 
Team Members: Richard Dargan, Carl Cherne 
Sponsor: Jim Mims 
 
Team 7, Aspen Elementary School, Solving the Rubik’s Cube 2.0 
Team Members: Andy Corliss, Max Corliss, Phillip Ionkov, Ming Lo 
Sponsor: Suzy Koehn, Mentors: Latchesar Ionkov, Li-ta Lo 
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Team 8, Aspen Elementary School, Weather patterns 
Team Members: Dalia Drew, Mary Vigil 
Sponsor: Adam Drew, Mentor: Geoff Danielson 
 
Team 14, Desert Academy, The Congregation of Pollutants in the Pacific Ocean 
Team Members: Daniel Onstott, Luke Shankin, Marisa Tedori, Lileigh Thomas   
Sponsors: Jocelyne Comstock, Brian Smith, Mentor: Chris Holden 
 
Team 16, Desert Academy, ATC and Mandela International Magnet School, 
Presidential Candidate Tweets 
Team Members: Jakob Kaare-Rasmussen, Miles Guerin, Sevar Vesselinov, Alex Baten 
Sponsor: Jocelyne Comstock, Mentor: Boian Alexandrov 
 
Team 19, Espanola Sayansi Club, The Attack of the Virus 
Team Members: Jennifer Kilde and Alejandro Santizo 
Sponsor: Josephine Kilde, Mentor: Nick Bennett 
 
Team 20, Espanola Sayansi Club, Clouds Effect 
Team Members: Shaun Kilde, Greg Hodges, Marisol Lara 
Sponsor: Josephine Kilde 
 
Team 24, Gadsden, EBOLA OUTBREAKS WITHIN POPULATIONS 
Team Members: Kevin Bernal, Anselmo Miguel Varela 
Sponsor: Danielle McFarland 
 
Team 25, Gadsden Middle School,  
Rabies in the Four Corners - How does rabies Affect Bordering States 
Team Members: Colton Montoya, Sebastian Meza, Hilario Daniel Saenz 
Sponsor: Danielle McFarland 
 
Team 26, Jackson Middle School, Can Genetically Modified Organisms Cross Pollinate to 
Become a Hybrid Corn? 
Team Member: Delaney Montoya 
Sponsor: Karen Glennon 
 
Team 27, Jackson Middle School, Cooling the Snapdragon 
Team Members: Quentin Dye, Micah Carlen, Nick Elkins, Brendan Kuncel 
Sponsor: Karen Glennon 
 
Team 28, Jackson Middle School, Inside the Scan 
Team Members: Brandon Pham, Savannah Phelps 
Sponsor: Karen Glennon 
 
Team 29, Jackson Middle School, Don’t Speak Bullying 
Team Members: Isabella Montoya, Heidi Rolston, Reyanna Fromme 
Sponsor: Karen Glennon 
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Team 30, Jackson Middle School, Water Conservation 
Team Members: Ivan MacKenzie, Ethan Reed, Donovan Weingarten, Caitlin Woods, Kyreen 
White 
Sponsor: Karen Glennon 
 
Team 31, Jackson Middle School, Stratification Effect on Baleen Whales 
Team Members: Miranda Gomez Nelson, Hannah Montoya, Ashley Elkins 
Sponsor: Karen Glennon, Mentors: Patty Meyer, Donald Elkins 
 
Team 36, Las Cruces YWiC, SICKLE CELL ANEMIA 
Team Member: Vivian Allen 
Sponsor: Marissa Carbajal 
 
Team 37, Las Cruces YWiC, 
Analyzing the Efficiency and Security of Permuted Congruential Number Generators 
Team Members: Vincent Huber, Devon Miller, Aaron Nieto, Joseph Strawn 
Sponsor: Daniella Miranda, Mentor: Sofia Bali 
 
Team 39, Las Cruces YWiC,  
Climate change severity prediction from historical indicators in Las Cruces 
Team Member: Halee Schrock, Sanurag Rout 
Sponsor: Daniella Miranda, Mentor: Angela Kearns 
 
Team 42, Los Alamos High School, The Next Step in the Printing Evolution  
Team Members: Connor Bailey, Hayden Walker 
Sponsor: Adam Drew 
 
Team 43, Los Alamos High School, 
Investigation of Jacobian Free Krylov Solver for Transport Equations 
Team Members: Jovan Zhang, Sophia Li 
Sponsor: Adam Drew, Mentor: Duan Zhang 
 
Team 44, Los Alamos High School, Modeling and Experimental Characterization of IgE 
Receptor Signaling to Develop New Drugs for Allergies 
Team Members: Priyanka Velappan, Alex Ionkov 
Sponsor: Adam Drew, Mentors: Nileena Velappan, Leslie Naranjo, Andrew Bradbury, Lily 
Chylek, Bill Hlavacek 
 
Team 48, Los Alamos High School, Predictable or Chaotic? Orbits vs. Weather 
Team Member: Theodore Petersen 
Sponsor: Adam Drew, Mentor: Mark Petersen 
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Team 51, Los Alamos High School,  
A Concurrent and Energy Efficient Approach of Data Coding on Multicore Computing Systems 
Team Member: Steven Chen 
Sponsor: Adam Drew 
 
Team 52, Los Alamos High School,  
Building a Better, Smarter Power Grid With Neural Networks 
Team Members: Nate Delgado, Will McCumber, Cade Mallett 
Sponsor: Adam Drew 
 
Team 55, Los Alamos Middle School, Detecting Climate Change through Means and Extremes 
Team Members: Lillian Petersen 
Sponsor: Adam Drew, Mentor: Mark Petersen 
 
Team 60, Los Lunas High School, Carbon Footprint 
Team Members: Brendan Barnett, Justin Riel, Julian Garcia, Daniel Heigher 
Sponsor: Anne Loveless 
 
Team 61, Los Lunas High School, The Damages of Smoking 
Team Members: Jen Marie Phifer, Aaron Martin, Gerald Sanchez 
Sponsor: Anne Loveless, Mentor: T.L. Thomas 
 
Team 63, Melrose High School, Can a Presidential Election be Decided by Twitter? 
Team Member: Maggie Martin 
Sponsor: Alan Daugherty, Mentors: Twitter Community 
 
Team 64, Melrose High School, Back to the Temple 
Team Members: Mackenzie Perkins, Rebecca Rush, Hannah Wofford, Ethan Wright 
Sponsor: Alan Daugherty, Mentors: Ray Rush, Rand Perkins 
 
Team 65, Melrose High School, I Fish 
Team Members: James Hutson, Nathaniel Flores 
Sponsor: Alan Daugherty 
 
Team 66, Melrose High School, Floating Gardens 
Team Members: Jaden Lawrence, Jouie Barnes, Deajha Downey, Gracie Sanchez 
Sponsor: Alan Daugherty 
 
Team 68, Melrose Middle School, How Animals React To Various Types Of Weather 
Team Members: Evelyn Woods, Marilyn Lopez, Anjalina Sanchez, Caitlyn Nicholson, Hailey 
Martin 
Sponsor: Alan Daugherty 
 
Team 69, Melrose High School, Soil Formation 
Team Members: Joshua Littell and Dennis Roldan 
Sponsor: Alan Daugherty 
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Team 78, Mesa Middle School, Space Debris 
Team Members: Justice Armijo, Adrian Gomez, Liah Guerrero, Selena Ibarra, Jada Martinez 
Sponsor: Tracie Mikesell, Mentor: Donald Henderson 
 
Team 81, Mountain Elementary School, Smart Traffic Lights 
Team Members: Titus de Jong, Kyle Kenamond, Marek Jablonski 
Sponsor: Zeynep Unal, Mentors: Mack Kenamond, Bernard de Jong, David Jablonski 
 
Team 82, Mountain Elementary School, Sequoia 
Team Members: Emma Fisk, Maksym Gerashchenko, Autumn Hawkins, Grace Xie 
Sponsor: Zeynep Unal, Mentor: Mike Fisk 
 
Team 85, Mountain Elementary School, Locating Radioactive Sources 
Team Members: Ethan Fisk, Nate Golden and Jonathan Triplett 
Sponsor: Zeynep Unal, Mentor: Laurie Triplett 
 
Team 86, New Futures High School, Shadow Balls 
Team Members: Alexzandria Aragon, Alicia Fout, Antoinette Cortez, Alondra Barron, Angelina 
Jaramillo, Jacob Castillo 
Sponsors: Mary Rafferty, Joe Vertrees 
 
Team 88, Portales High School,  
Yavanchlan: Creating Optimal Strategies for Artificial Intelligence to play against Humans 
Team Members: Christopher Leap, Nicholas Brown 
Sponsor: Jack Willis 
 
Team 90, Red Mountain Middle School, Aquatic Food Web 
Team Member: Joseph McGinnis 
Sponsor: Guyla Miller 
 
Team 91, Rio Rancho Cyber Academy, Correlation of Brain Cancer & Brain Activity 
Team Members: Dylan Martinez, Christopher Meyer 
Sponsors: Harry Henderson, AnnNet Delaney 
 
Team 93, Sandia High School, The Spread of Smallpox in Dharavi (Mumbai, India) 
Team Members: Andreana Nourie, Jeff Nueber 
Sponsor: Rhea Trotman, Mentor: Dennis Dinge 
 
Team 95, Santa Fe High School,  
What is the Best Placement to Maximize the Effectiveness of Smog-Reducing Materials? 
Team Members: Rowan Cahill, Lisel Faust, Theo Goujon, Ramona Park, Max McGrael 
Sponsor: Brian Smith, Mentor: Hope Cahill 
 
Team 96, Santa Fe High School, The Netlogo Wildfire Team 
Team Members: Evan Jimenez, Jayden Martinez, Ivan Valdez 
Sponsor: Brian Smith 
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Team 98, Santa Fe High School, Dead Zones 
Team Member: Bianey Velasquez Nunez 
Sponsor: Brian Smith, Mentor: Ruth Agius 
 
Team 99, Santa Fe High School, Crop Soil Program 
Team Members: Richard Madrid, Isabella Villasboas, Kunja Paucar 
Sponsor: Brian Smith, Mentor: Mia Kalish 
 
Team 101, Santa Fe High School, Cellular Data 
Team Member: Dante Franco 
Sponsor: Brian Smith 
 
Team 103, Santa Fe High School, How much hemp 
Team Members: Alex Salas and Brandon Atencio 
Sponsor: Brian Smith 
 
Team 110, Saturday Science and Math Academy, Treating the Spread of Malaria 
Team Members: Naomi Rankin, Matuke Fomukong 
Sponsor: Debra Johns, Mentor: Janeen Anderson 
 
Team 112, Saturday Science and Math Academy,  
Modeling the Effects of Policy Changes on the Spread of Ebola 
Team Members: Joaquín Madrid Larrañaga, Malcolm Tatum 
Sponsor: Debra Johns, Mentor: Wayne Witzel 
 
Team 104, School of Dreams Academy, The Traveling Salesman Problem 
Team Member: Victoria Troyer 
Sponsor: Kerra Howe, Mentor: Zack Daniels 
 
Team 106, St. Pius X, The Aesthetic Barcode 
Team Member: Samuel J. Gervais 
Mentor: Jordan E. Medlock 
 
Team 107, Taos High School, Dodging Bullets: Our National Sport 
Team Members: Chandler Taylor, Eben Bellas, Cyrus O’Hern 
Sponsor: Tracy Galligan 
 
Team 108, Taos High School, One Way Roads in Taos 
Team Members: Rowan Kinney, Adrian Hernandez, Noe Garcia, Kobe Bellas 
Sponsor: Tracy Galligan, Mentor: David Gilroy 
 
Team 109, Taos High School, Hold Back the Water:  
Modeling Suberin & Cutin’s Benefits in Plants 
Team Member: Delaney Galligan 
Sponsor: Tracy Galligan, Mentor: Laura Tenorio 
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Judges 
 
Claudia Aprea, Northern New Mexico College 
Mike Berry, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Robert Bird, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Patrick Bridges, University of New Mexico 
Connor Brown, SAIC 
Chuck Burch 
Cedric Carter, University of New Mexico 
Scott Chadde, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 
Shaun Cooper, New Mexico State University 
Steve Cox, Rice University 
Jorge Crichigno, Northern New Mexico College 
Matthew Curry, Sandia National Laboratories 
Geoff Danielson, Sandia National Laboratories 
Sharon Deland, Sandia National Laboratories 
Debbie Duran, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Juergen Eckert, University of South Florida 
Drew Einhorn, Fourth Watch Software 
Kari Erickson, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 
Kelly Fajardo, KKF Media 
Sandy Frost, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Rebecca Galves, New Mexico State University 
Girish Ganesan 
Susan Gibbs, Project GUTS/Guts y Girls 
Kaley Goatcher, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 
John Paul Gonzales, Santa Fe Institute 
Stephanie Gott, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 
Stephen Guerin, Simtable 
Scot Halverson, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Lisa Harris, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Wes Harris, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 
Michael Hawthorne, City of Clovis 
Klaus Heineman, University of New Mexico 
Clint Hubbard, Albuquerque Police Dept 
Omar Ishak, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Edward Jimenez, Sandia National Laboratories 
Philip Jones, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Mia Kalish, New Mexico State University 
Elizabeth Kallman 
Larry Kilham 
Chris Koch, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology 
Rebecca Koskela, University of New Mexico 
David Kratzer, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Peter Lamborn, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Maximo Lazo, Central New Mexico Community College 
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Cheriece Margiotta, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
John McDermon, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Amanda Minnich, University of New Mexico 
Martha Mitchell, New Mexico State University 
Nathaniel Morgan, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Monique Morin, University of New Mexico-Los Alamos 
Paul Nelson, City of Clovis 
Chrysm O’Dalaigh, University of New Mexico 
James Overfelt, Sandia National Laboratories 
Samira Pakravan, New Mexico State University 
Gus Pina, Dona Ana Community College 
Paige Prescott, Code.org/Projects GUTS 
Maureen Psaila-Dombrowski, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Katie Richardson, Senator Heinrich’s Office 
Dana Roberson, National Nuclear Security Administration Service Center 
Teri Roberts, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Rachel Robey, University of Colorado 
Jorge Roman, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Anthony Schroeder, Eastern New Mexico University 
Kim Selvage, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Ben Sims, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Shannon Steinfadt, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Christine Sweeney, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Patrick Talou, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Lydia Tapia, University of New Mexico 
Tim Thomas, University of New Mexico 
David Torres, Northern New Mexico College 
Michael Trahan, Sandia National Laboratories 
Eleanor Walther, Sandia National Laboratories/Retired 
Jennifer Watkins, Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Jeff Waugh, Onate High School 
David Williams, IBM 
William Yeoh, New Mexico State University 
Janelle Zamie, Eastern New Mexico University 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do you want to become a supporter of the Supercomputing Challenge? 
Please email us at consult@supercomputingchallenge.org for details. 
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Executive Summary  

Our objective was to create a 3D Rubik’s Cube simulation in NetLogo that can scramble and 

solve itself autonomously or manually by human input. We started this project last year, where 

we created a Rubik’s Cube that can scramble itself and can be solved/scrambled manually. 

This year, we completed our goal by making the cube able to solve itself autonomously.  We 

thought the project was interesting because it was about Rubik’s Cubes, a puzzle which we all 

enjoy. We also all enjoy programming and think it is a good skill for the future. 

Statement of Problem 

A Rubik’s Cube is a three dimensional cube that has 6 sides that are manipulable and can be 

scrambled so that it can be solved again.  There are approximately 43 quintillion possible 

combinations on a Rubik’s Cube, and if you made a single turn every second on a 3x3x3  

Rubik’s Cube, it would take around 14 trillion years to go through all the combinations.  The 

most expensive Rubik’s Cube is the Masterpiece Cube which is valued at approximately 1.5 

million U.S. dollars. You can solve the 3x3x3 Rubik’s Cube in at most 20 moves from any 

position (called God’s Number.) The people who proved that are Tomas Rokicki, Herbert 

Kociemba, Morley Davidson, and John Dethridge [1]. The world record for the 3x3x3 Rubik’s 

Cube is 4.9 seconds.  There are many Rubik’s Cube competitions where people try to set new 

records for solving the Cube fastest many ways: blindfolded, onehanded, or with their feet. 

There are also different kinds of Rubik’s cubes such as the 4x4x4, 5x5x5 etc. and special 

“cubes” like the pyraminx, a pyramid with colors on it that users can manipulate.  There are 

many methods for solving the 3x3x3 (and other) Rubik’s Cubes. Computers can solve it by 



finding the colors and seeing where they have to go to solve the Cube.  The main reason people 

think that the Rubik’s Cube is hard or impossible to solve is because to solve the Cube, solvers 

must use special algorithms to avoid scrambling already completed parts, which many people 

do not know how to do. 

Our goal was to make a program in the NetLogo 3D interface that could generate a 3x3x3 

Rubik’s Cube that could be scrambled and solved manually and autonomously. We 

accomplished all of these tasks.  

 

Description of Method  

NetLogo 3D is the programming language that we used. It allows users to create and 

manipulate 3D objects. We inputted the algorithms that we use in order to solve the cube [2]. 

We chose this language because some of us had experience in Netlogo, and Netlogo is a basic 

coding language which is fairly easy to learn and is suitable for firsttime coders.  Our Rubik’s 

Cube interface is a collection of 54 “turtles” (the agents in Netlogo and Netlogo 3D) facing 

different directions to represent a reallife Cube.  We manipulate this cube by changing the 

colors of the turtles.  We achieved this by having each turtle ask its corresponding turtle (relative 

to which turn is being executed) which color it is, and then have the turtle change to that color. 

This process repeats for all the affected turtles, and represents a turn on the cube, which can be 

replicated on a reallife Rubik’s Cube. 

Validating the Model 

We made sure that the things we did were right by testing the Cube. At first, when we 

scrambled the Cube, there would be impossible situations. For example, sometimes the corners 



would have white on two or even all three sides. Our mentors helped us fix this problem. The 

other turn buttons worked fine.  Additionally, some of our algorithms were flawed in the 

beginning because they had incorrect turns.  We fixed this issue by turning our digital and 

reallife cubes to simulate the algorithms that worked and corrected the mistakes. Sometimes 

when we were finding the position of a side piece (like in White Cross and Middle Layer), there 

would be two places where a piece could be. This is because our sensing only used two “axes”. 

We fixed this problem by making turns to get it into a place with only one position, and then 

doing the function again.  Also, during the year we noticed that our color scheme did not 

correspond with the classic Rubik’s Cube scheme: our sides, which should have been in 

BlueOrangeGreenRed order to conform with a standard Rubik’s Cube, were switched around. 

 

Results 

We had exceptional results. We improved last year’s project, where you could turn and 

scramble the Cube both manually and autonomously. We used the NetLogo 3D interface to 

control how the Rubik’s cube turned and scrambled. This year, we created several buttons for 

different steps for solving the Rubik’s Cube. We also created sensing algorithms and used them 

so we could tell where pieces are located and tell the Cube what to do. We programmed the 

Rubik’s Cube so it could solve the White Cross, White Corners, Middle Layer, Yellow Cross, 

Yellow Corners, and orient the top layer by itself, which, when put together, solve the cube (see 

below).  These are the algorithms and order suggested by [2]. We wrote 2165 lines of code. For 

our first two layers, our sensing algorithms work by finding a piece’s distance from 2 or 3 

centers. For our last layer, we sensed whether a certain piece was in a certain position. To turn 

the Rubik’s Cube, we find the neighboring turtles’ color and shift the color to the correct position. 

To turn the Front side, we asked the bordering sides (Up, Down, Left, Right) turtles’ colors, and 



moved the colors to their corresponding turtles (which varied based on which turn we were 

making and which direction). 

White Cross  

 [2]  

The first step we used to solve the Rubik’s Cube was the White Cross. The White Cross is a 

position where you get all of the white side pieces (or any chosen color pieces) and you align 

them next to their colors’ center, making a cross. This is the most challenging step because 

there are no algorithms that correspond to it. For humans, this step is easier because we only 

have to find the piece and put it in place. However, it has many possibilities (24) of where the 

necessary piece can be, which makes the step even harder for computers to solve. We created 

the White Cross step by first creating sensing algorithms. We decided to find a piece using the 

centers of its colors and the piece’s distance from the centers. Using this method, we created a 

sensing algorithm which looks for a piece’s distance from the centers and executes an algorithm 

to move it to its proper place. This was very difficult because sometimes this algorithm could not 

distinguish between two spots where a piece could be. Another difficulty was that we had to use 

the “brute force” method, in which our program listed possible places a piece could be and we 

created a set of turns for each place that would solve it. This step was very timeconsuming and 

we spent much of the year working on it. 

 



White Corners  

[2]  

The next step we had to do was the White Corners. The White Corners is similar to the White 

Cross, except instead of side pieces, the solver positions the corner pieces. When you finish 

this step, you have completed the white side. This step is also difficult because it only has basic 

algorithms and lots of moving the pieces into positions necessary to use the algorithms. There 

are also 24 possible positions for a piece to be, making this step as hard as the White Cross (in 

number sense).  We started making this the same way we made the White Cross, but we faced 

another problem. The side pieces have only two colors, so they only needed two centers to be 

sensed, but the corners have three colors, so we needed to use three centers to find the correct 

piece. This was a challenge because we didn’t know exactly how to change the sensing code so 

drastically. We did manage to get it working and the rest of the step was considerably easier. 

Like the White Cross, we used the “brute force” method on the White Corners as well. This was 

still difficult because the correct piece could still be in many places, and it was harder to find a 

piece with three sides.  Also, there were still places our sensing was not able distinguish. 

However, this step was less timeconsuming than the White Cross because we had more 

experience with the code. 

 



Middle Layer  

[2]  

The next step was the Middle Layer. To solve the Middle Layer, you move all the edge pieces 

that have no white or yellow into their corresponding places. This step is much easier than the 

White Cross and White Corners because there are more advanced algorithms and not as much 

sensing. Also, the possibilities of where the necessary piece can be, 16, is less than the White 

Cross and White Corners steps. We started to solve the Middle Layer by changing the top and 

front centers so that you could find the correct piece. (Instead of white, blue, orange, green, or 

red, it was two of the latter four). There were fewer places for the correct piece to be than both 

the White Cross and the White Corners. However, this was still very challenging. Since we had 

to change the centers, we had to think much differently than what we were used to. For 

example, in some cases we would not be certain which side was the front, leading to small 

mistakes in our algorithms.  

 

 

 

 



Yellow Cross  

[2]  

Our next step was the Yellow Cross. In this step, you have twothirds of the cube solved and 

you want to create a Yellow Cross so that the following steps are easier. This step was one of 

the easiest to solve. It only has eight possible positions and there is an easy and quick 

algorithm. But there was one problem: we had to teach our code to able to tell if a piece was 

correct or not using only one center. This was very difficult, but with our mentors’ help, we 

managed to overcome this challenge. After that, we added to our algorithm a loop in which the 

program repeats and senses if all of the pieces are correct, in which case it stops.  

Yellow Corners  

[2]  

The next step to solve was the Yellow Corners. In this step, you use a certain algorithm to get 

all of the Yellow Corner pieces facing up, completing the yellow side. This step used the basics 

of the Yellow Cross, but was much more complicated. The challenge in this step was that the 

Yellow Cross method found edge pieces, while the Yellow Corners needed to find corner 

pieces. We tried converting the sensing algorithm over, but we had some bugs. We thought 



about using the White Corners algorithm, but then we noticed what the bug was and fixed it. We 

started coding the algorithms and it was working until we found another bug. We searched all 

through the algorithm that was incorrect, but we couldn’t find anything wrong. Then we saw that 

there were two algorithms for the same case, which messed it up. We fixed this bug and the 

Yellow Corners then worked. 

Last Layer  

 [2]   

The next step was the Last Layer. In this step, you move the corner pieces of the top layer so 

that only the yellow edge pieces are not completely solved. We had found that if you kept 

iterating a certain corner algorithm, the algorithm would eventually converge to solved corners. 

The only problem was checking if the algorithm reached the solved state or not. Unlike other 

sensing algorithms, we had to sense the position of two corners instead of one, such as the two 

blue corners in the picture above. The builtin Netlogo variable “color” can only be used for one 

corner at a time. However, we eventually solved the problem by using “color of.” Once it was 

solved, we had to rotate the top layer such that the color of the corners matches the color at the 

center piece. We did this by sensing the color of one corner (since it was “solved” already) and 

seeing where it was compared to its center. 

 



Orienting Edge Pieces   

 [2]    

This was the final step to solving the Rubik’s Cube. This step is called Orienting the Edge 

Pieces, and you put the edge pieces in their correct place, thus completely solving the Rubik’s 

Cube. To do so, we had to do three steps. First, we had to find whether it was solved (skip to 

step three), had one piece solved, or had no pieces solved. Second, we would use an edge 

algorithm depending on the outcome of step one. If it had one piece solved, we would move that 

piece so it was on the backside. Then we would repeat the same algorithm until it was ready for 

positioning. If it had had no pieces solved, we would do the same algorithm to make it have one 

piece solved, and since the code looped, it would eventually solve itself. Third, we would see if it 

was in the correct position. By doing so we used the same method of the Last Layer positioning: 

find a yellow edge piece and match it to its color’s center. 

Conclusion 

Doing this project was very challenging, but also enjoyable. We created a Rubik’s Cube that can 

solve itself completely using sensing algorithms that we created. It can solve the White Cross, 

White Corners, Middle Layer, Yellow Cross, Yellow Corners, Last Layer, and Orienting Edge 

Pieces steps. We have finished the Rubik’s Cube, and now it is able to solve itself. We are very 

proud of our program. We encountered many challenges programming the algorithms that we 

learned into this Rubik’s Cube, but persevered and solved the Rubik’s Cube. 



 

Significant Achievement 

We used the Rubik’s Cube we created in Netlogo 3D last year, and this year we programmed 

in all the steps to solve the Rubik’s Cube and made it so that the Rubik’s Cube can solve itself. 
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Screenshots 

 

The Rubik’s Cube when set up. 



 

The Rubik’s Cube when scrambled. 

 



 

The user interface to control the execution of the program. 
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Executive Summary 

Yavalanchan is a game modeled after social interactions. It is a situation in which you 

need to change people to your way of thought and change the people to your way of thought in 

the correct alignment. This abstraction allows the game to be quickly played and therefore 

analysed and automated by a computer. Games like tic tac toe, checkers, and chess have 

computer programs that can play them, as well as or better than a human. By creating computer 

programs that can play these games their creators were able to find strategies to counter moves 

by manufacturing the situations that force these moves then since the computer can easily look 

forwards much further than any human can.  

Also creating a shell that can automate a game is also of value, as the knowledge learned 

from this program because the automation of a game can make automating other games much 

easier due to the preexisting shell. 
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Purpose and Introduction 

In this project, we chose to create an artificial intelligence that will play, at a near-optimal 

level, a board game, Yavalanchan. Yavalanchan is an abstract board game with perfect 

information and no chance. An abstract board game is a board game that has been stripped of 

characters, themes, stories, or anything of the sort. The game has had the story element of it 

removed, and what is left are the game rules and mechanics. Perfect information refers to the 

property of the game that leaves no hidden information. For example, in a game of poker, your 

opponents’ hands are kept secret. By this definition, poker does not have perfect information. 

However, in a game of chess, you are able to see all of your opponent’s pieces and can find all of 

their possible moves. With this, chess is a game with perfect information. Yavalanchan also has 

no chance. By this, we mean that no moves are left to a die roll or a coin flip. If one player 

decides to make a move, no randomly determined numbers will affect that move. 

The artificial intelligence is programmed to find favorable moves for a given board state. 

That is, when the computer program is presented with the game board, it will find a move that 

brings it closer to winning the game. We accomplish this through a series of methods, explained 

later in the computation model section. Though we are building the artificial intelligence around 

a specific game, Yavalanchan, we are coding it in a way that it will be possible to use the 

artificial intelligence for other games or decision-based models in the future. 

 

Game Theory 

The methods we are using are derived from game theory. Game theory is a way of 

studying decision-making in hopes of a better understanding of the problem and making well-
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educated choices with favorable outcomes. Game theory can be applied to businesses and the 

decisions they make, actions a political candidate makes in trying to gain voters, what words or 

information to use when debating, and many other situations. By using techniques studied 

through game theory, we are able to create an artificial intelligence that can play a game that we 

provide it. 

 

Yavalanchan Game and Rules 

Yavalanchan is the game that we decided to build our artificial intelligence system 

around and test against. Yavalanchan is a hexagonal board game that consists of placing tiles in 

turns, aiming to align a row of tiles. Yavalanchan is a derivative of the game Yavalanchor 

 

  

A Finished Game 

Blue wins with four in a row 

 

The game board can be explained as a hexagonal grid. The number of rows on the 

hexagonal grid is variable and can change to affect the game’s difficulty and duration. The size 

of the board is determined by the number of layers on the hexagon. A board with one layer is a 

size one board (which is unplayable), a board with two layers is a size two board, a board with 
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three layers is a size three board, and so on, as pictured below. 

 

A visual representation of differently sized boards 

 

The game is played between two people, each assigned a color. The board begins with no 

tiles on it. On their turn, a player may place either a tile of their own color, or a tile of neutral 

color. Player specific tiles can not be placed except for on a space that is adjacent to a neutral 

tile. 

The point of the game is to get a number of tiles of your color in a row, equal to the size 

of the board. For example, on a size three board, the objective is to get three of your tiles in a 

row. Once a player achieves this, the game is considered over and that player has won.  

A neutral tile can count towards a player’s row if they have “ownership” of the neutral. 

For a player to have ownership, they must have at least two tiles of their color adjacent to the 

neutral tile. At this point, the player “owns” that neutral tile, and it will be counted towards their 

rows. If at any time, both players have at least two tiles of their color adjacent to a single neutral 

tile, the ownership goes to the player with the most adjacent tiles. If there is a tie, neither player 
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gets ownership of the neutral tile. 

In the beginning of a game of Yavalanchan, the first player must place a neutral tile 

anywhere on the board, since the first player is unable to place a tile of their color, due to the 

need to place adjacent to a neutral tile. This gives the second player and advantage, because they 

can start placing pieces of their color sooner than the first player. The influence of the second 

player advantage decreases as the size of the board increases. After this beginning move, the 

game proceeds with both player trying to block the other, while in turn trying to build their own 

rows.  
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Computational Model 

The solution to our problems could be split into two main parts: the game itself, which 

would handle rules and restrictions; and an artificial intelligence, which would make decisions 

based off of the game’s constraints.  

 

Modeling the Game 

 The game Yavalanchan and its rules are explained in the purpose and introduction section 

of this paper. In order to model the game, we wrote code that represents the board as a collection 

of tiles. The tiles represent a hexagon on the game board. Each tile had an occupant and an 

owner. For example, if the red player were to place a red piece on a certain tile, that tile’s 

occupant would be red. If either player placed a neutral piece on a tile, that tile’s occupant would 

be neutral. The occupant refers to the piece that has been placed on the tile, if there is one. The 

owner refers to which player’s chains the tile will count for. If the piece placed on a tile is a 

player-specific piece, for example. a red or blue piece, the owner will be the same as the 

occupant. If the placed piece is a neutral piece, however, this is different. If the conditions to 

own a neutral piece are met, the player with ownership of that piece become the tile’s owner. If a 

neutral piece is not owned by either player, the tile has no owner. The rows of pieces are then 

determined by finding rows of tiles with the same owner. 

 

Minimax Algorithm 

The artificial intelligence utilises the minimax algorithm to make its decisions. The 

minimax algorithm does a search of every possible move with a given game state, the possible 
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moves its opponent could make after each of those moves, and all of the possible moves it can 

make after each of its opponent’s possible moves, and so on. In doing this, the program creates a 

move tree. At the bottom of each move tree is a number of board states. These board states are 

then assigned a score, which the algorithm will use to decide the value of each move. The idea of 

the minimax algorithm is that the opponent, if given the choice, will choose the move that is 

worst for the other player and the best for them. This is because the game is zero sum. This 

means that one player’s winnings are equal in amount to the other player’s losses. Only one 

player can win, and so it is assumed that each player does not want the other player to win. After 

evaluating the results of each move, the algorithm creates a list of the moves that have the best 

possible outcome for the chosen player. This is called a maximizing step, because the score for 

the player is maximized. After this, the lists are evaluated in a minimizing step. This is because 

the opponent, on their turn, will make a move that attempts to minimize the other player’s score. 

The algorithm goes through the move tree in these steps until the algorithm finds itself at the 

current move that the player is trying to decide. At this point, each move will have a score given 

to it by the minimax algorithm, and the player will choose the move with the best score. 

 

Making Game Tree Searches More Efficient 

The process of searching the entire game tree can be extremely taxing for the computer, 

and would take ages to compute if the amount of moves taken is large enough. To counter this 

obstacle, one can use the method of progressive deepening. This involves searching the move 

tree one move at a time. Then the program scores the state of the board, depending on how good 

of a game state the board is left in. This way, if there is a data restraint, a processing restraint, or 

a time restraint, the program will have something to go off of without having to compute down to 
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the game’s end states. 

Still, with progressive deepening, there is a large amount of processing being done that 

isn’t necessary. There is a process of cutting down on how much of the move tree needs to be 

computed. This method is called alpha-beta pruning. What alpha-beta pruning does is eliminate 

portions of the move tree that will not be explored by either player.  

For example, if one player had two options, each option leading to two options for the 

opponent, resulting in the following move tree. 

      

A move tree with each move given a score 

 

Alpha-beta pruning searches through the game tree and only processes tree states that 

will be reached by the two players. It then can prune the tree of the game states that will not be 

reached either because the first player will not take a move that will result in that board state or 

the second player will not take that move for the same reason. 
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A Pruned Game Tree 

 

 In the above picture, since the minimizer already has an option that will be worse than the 

already evaluated move, the maximizer will not choose that option since it already lowers his/her 

score and therefore part of the tree can be pruned, saving time. This can save a variable amount 

of time, depending upon the tree. 
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Code 

As stated above in the computational model, the code is split into a game shell and an 

artificial intelligence. The game shell is a much larger piece of the program than the artificial 

intelligence, since even though the game rules are not extremely difficult to understand, the 

process of getting inputs from the user, creating data structures to store game info, and changing 

ownership of tiles when necessary is much more taxing in terms of programming. The artificial 

intelligence however takes up more of the processing time due to its repetition 

 

The Board 

  The board that stores the moves is a two-dimensional list of tiles that each contain their 

owner, coordinate, and tile placed in them. The constructor for the tile class shows the variables 

that tiles are made to store. 

 

 The win condition of the game is to complete a row of tiles, therefore there is a function 

to find chains of tiles in the board. The method developed to find chains of different chains of 

tiles in the boards looks at each tile, then looks for every tile that is adjacent to the current tile. 

The program then searches any of the new tiles for more adjacent tiles, excluding the previously 
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found tile until the program finds the ending tile in that chain. The program then orients each 

chain in the same direction and deletes duplicate chains. Using chains the program is able to 

know when the game is won and also able to use chain length to the computer player’s 

advantage.  

 

Getting Possible Moves 

 

 

 Get possible moves is a method from the board class that will search through the board 

for every unoccupied spot, then places a neutral piece in that spot and a piece of the inputted 

player’s color into that space. The method then checks that each of the non-neutral tile 

placements in the list of moves is adjacent to a neutral tile and throws out the moves that do not 
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comply with the game rules. The program then returns all of the moves found from this move 

search. 

 

Scoring the Board 

 

 In order to determine the value of a move, we needed to be able to determine the value of 

the board in a given state. The way in which we determine the score of a board would determine 

how the artificial intelligence would play the game. We wanted the player to value longer chains 

and especially value winning chains. The scoreBoard function starts out with an initial score of 

zero. Then, with each chain that is owned by the player, points are added equal to its length 

squared. This way, a chain with length three is more favorable than two chains of length two, 
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because it puts the player closer to winning. If the chain length is equal to the board size, making 

it a game-winning chain, 1000 points are added instead. This makes the artificial intelligence 

more inclined to win the game than to make many smaller chains. Then, a similar process is used 

for the opponent, except instead of adding the points, they are subtracted. This will discourage 

the player from making moves that lead to the other player gaining many chains, or gaining a 

game-winning chain. 

 

Finding the Best Score for a Move 

 

 Get Best Score is a function from the artificial intelligence class. This function returns the 

best possible score that a player can make with a given board state. This is accomplished through 

alpha beta pruning and progressive deepening. An explanation of these methods in the context of 
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this program is given in the Computation Model section. The function calls itself recursively 

until it is at the desired depth. Then it finds the score for each board state made after each 

possible move. From this list of scores, the highest one is determined. Then, the function returns 

the opposite of the highest score. This is because the best score for one player is the worst score 

for the other player. After the deepest layer returns its best scores, the next layer up finds the best 

score and returns the opposite of it. This is repeated until the code is back at the topmost layer, 

after which it will return the best score to the function getNextMove, as described below. 

 

Getting the Next Move 

Below is a snippet of the code that finds the highest scoring move, given the current 

board state, the player whose turn it is, and how many moves deep the algorithm will search. The 

function gathers all of the possible moves for the board state using the function 

getPossibleMoves, explained above. It then creates a temporary board and tries out each of these 

moves. If the move depth is one, the artificial intelligence has searched as far as it needs to and 

will use the current board state scores, putting them into a list of board scores. If the move depth 

is greater than one, the function will gather the move scores using the function getBestScore, 

which is also explained above. Once the list of moves and their corresponding scores is 

collected, the function will search through them and select the highest one, which will be 

returned. If the current board state had no possible moves, the function will simply return a null 

value. 
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Results 

Since the branching factor of the game tree is so large, about forty, looking down the tree 

any further than 4 moves is very slow. The reason for this is even if the computer can look 

through 1.3 million moves a second, which is approximately half the number of moves in a tree 

of depth four, the program will take 79 to seconds the evaluate the game tree that has a depth of 

5. This is without alpha beta pruning which would greatly reduce the processing size of each 

game tree. This in turn would allow the program to look much deeper in the game trees, and 

therefore play much more optimally.  

 To investigate the value of second player advantage in relation to skill, we ran the 

program with two computer players pitted against each other both with a variable skill. The skill 

level was determined by the number of moves that the computer player looks in depth. The outer 

parts of the chart represent the player skill level in the referenced game. The inner words show 

which player was victorious. There is a region of the graph in which the white player is 

victorious regardless of the second player advantage. These victories are due to the computer 

player's skill level. One oddity is the victory of the white player in a game of equivalent skill 

levels. Because the two players have an equal skill level the second player should have an 

advantage and therefore win. This however is not the case because the players are so good that 

they are able to very quickly reach a board state that is unchanged by the first player advantage. 
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  White White White White White 

  1 2 3 4 5 

Black 1 black black white white white 

Black 2 black black white white white 

Black 3 black black black white white 

Black 4 black black black black white 

Black 5 black black black black white 

 

The computer program is also able to beat multiple human players. 
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Conclusion 

 To make the computer player much better at the game, we will need to implement time 

saving methods in order to reduce the processing time required for the finding of good moves. If 

we are able to reduce the processing size of each extra move tree, in other words reduce the 

branching factor of the game tree, we will be able to look many more moves deep into the game 

tree. Being able to look further in the game tree will in turn allow the computer player to have a 

higher level of skill. 
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ABSTRACT 
This study investigates how the climate is changing at individual weather stations around 

the world by measuring means and extremes. Extensive python code was written to read in the 

daily data from thousands of stations and compute average yearly temperature, precipitation, and 

extremes such as heat waves, cold spells, very wet and dry periods. A bestfit line and 

goodnessoffit measure (Rsquared) were computed for each statistic at each station. All these 

linear trends were collected into histograms and geographic distribution plots.  

It was found that the earth is undergoing significant changes: 97% of all stations are 

increasing in temperature since 1950, averaging 4oF per century. All measures of extreme heat 
are increasing, and all measures of extreme cold are decreasing. Almost all stations are recording 

significant increases in the number of warm days (days above a reference 90th percentile) and 

heat waves (three consecutive warm days)  and the warmest day of the year is getting hotter. 

There are fewer cold nights and cold spells. The number of frost nights is significantly 

decreasing, averaging 25 fewer frost nights per year over a century. Changes in precipitation 

vary by geography: some regions are drier while others are wetter.  For example, precipitation 

changes are strongly varied in both the U.S. and Australia. This study confirms that the earth’s 

climate is rapidly changing in both means and extremes.  

One of the biggest challenges in working in the climate change field is helping the public 

better understand the risks of climate change. To accomplish this goal, an interactive map of the 

world was created that shows how each weather station is changing in the means and the 

extremes (a total of 4534 stations and 15 statistics). It is more convincing when people can see 

how their home town is changing. The author is currently working with museum specialists to 

put this educational tool in an interactive exhibit that will travel to museums around the country 

(see http://lillianpetersen.github.io). 
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INTRODUCTION 
There are often events on the news reporting extreme weather events such as droughts, 

floods, and heat waves. People remember these extreme events and they want to know how 

climate change is affecting them. Whenever there is a massive heat wave, people think, “that 

must be caused by climate change!”, but when there are snowstorms people wonder, “maybe our 

climate isn’t changing after all.” This paper presents answers to how the extreme events are 

changing. 

Climate change is hotly debated by politicians and in the media, even though leading 

scientists have reached a consensus [IPCC:2013]. The goal of this project is to test whether 

climate change can be documented using the simplest data set and methods possible.  

The global annual average of landsurface air temperature has warmed about 1.5 ℃ (2.7 
oF) since 1850 (figure 1 and figure 2). Note that there is natural variability from year to year, but 

there is a definite upward trend. Since 1970 the trend has significantly increased. The earth is 

also getting either wetter or drier based on geographic location (figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 1. The global annual average of landsurface air temperature anomaly from 1850 to 2011. 

[Hartmann et al:2013, ch. 2 pg. 29 fig. 2.14]  
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Figure 2. Global trends in surface temperature.  The plus sign indicates a significant trend (i.e., a 

trend of zero lies outside the 90% confidence level). White areas mean that data in those places is 

missing. These trends were created with a combination of observed temperatures and a model to 

fill in the gaps. [Hartmann et al:2013, ch. 2 pg. 193 fig. 2.21] 

 

 

Figure 3. [IPCC:2013, pg. 6 fig. SPM.2] 
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METHODS 
Python code was written to read in data, find averages and extremes, and plot the results. 

First, daily data from the Daily Global Historical Climatology Network [Menne et al:2012a, 

2012b] was read in. Four thousand cities around the world had records with daily data going 

back before 1950. The daily data included the maximum and minimum daily temperature, and 

daily precipitation (table 1). The data is reported in tenths of a degree C for temperature and 

tenths of a mm for precipitation, but the precision of the measurement is sometimes less.  

Cities with too much bad data had to be removed. Some cities had many 9999 values, 

meaning the data was not recorded that day. Other cities were missing longer chunks of data. For 

example Podor, Senegal, had a few years of data starting in 1857, then skipped about 8 decades 

and started recording again in 1945. Several steps were used to sort through all of this bad data. 

First, single bad data days were not included in the monthly average. If at least one day in all 12 

months was good, the year was kept. If even one month in the year was completely bad, the 

whole year was thrown out. Finally, cities were thrown out completely if 15% or more of the 

years were bad. 

This project consists of two parts: finding climate change through means and through 

extremes (Table 2). Means include yearly averages of daily highs and lows and yearly sums of 

precipitation (figure 4). 

Many of the extremes (figures 57) were calculated using percentiles. Percentiles were 

found by putting the daily data from 1961 to 1990 in order. Once the 90th and 10th percentiles 

for temperature and the 95th percentile for precipitation was found for every city, extremes could 

be computed.  
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Table 1. The raw data, downloaded from Daily Global Historical Climatology Network [Menne 

et al:2012b]. 

 

Means 

Descriptive name  Definition  Units  Figures 

Yearly Average of 
Daily High 
Temperature 

Average of all the daily maximum 
temperatures each year 

oF  4a 
8 

Yearly Average of 
Daily Low 
Temperature 

Average of all the daily minimum 
temperatures each year 

oF  4b 
9 

Total Yearly 
Precipitation 

Sum of all the precipitation in a year  inches  4c 
14 
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Temperature Extremes 

Descriptive name  Definition  Units  Figures 

WARM DAYS  Number of days with  
daily high temperature >90th percentile 

days per year  5a 
10a 
11a 

HEAT WAVES  Frequency of 3 days in a row >90th percentile  number per 
year 

5b 
10b 
11b 

WARMEST DAY  Annual maximum value of daily high 
temperature 

oF  5c 
10c 
11c 

COLD NIGHTS  Number of days with  
daily low temperature <10th percentile 

days per year  6a 
12a 
13a 

COLD SPELLS  Frequency of 3 days in a row <10th percentile  number per 
year 

6b 
12b 
13b 

FROST NIGHTS  Number of days with 
daily low temperature <32 oF (0 oC) 

days per year  6c 
12c 
13c 

 
 
Precipitation Extremes 
Descriptive name  Definition  Units  Figure 

WETTEST DAYS  Amount of precipitation from days with 
precipitation >95th percentile 

inches  7a 
15a 
16a 

WET SPELLS  Maximum of consecutive 5day precipitation  inches  7b 
15b 
16b 

DRY SPELLS  Number of days with precipitation <1mm  days per year  7c 
15c 
16c 
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Extremes Computed But Not Shown due to space and time restrictions.  
The results were evaluated and found to be very similar to presented data. 

Descriptive name  Definition  Units 

COLDEST DAY  Annual minimum value of daily 
temperature, computed for highs and 
lows 

oF 

TROPICAL 
NIGHTS 

Number of days with 
 daily low temperature >68oF (20oC) 

days per year 

WETTEST DAY  Maximum oneday precipitation  inches 

WARMEST 
NIGHT 

Annual maximum value of daily low 
temperature 

oF 

COLD DAYS  Number of days with  
daily high temperature <10th percentile 

days per year 

WARM NIGHTS  Number of days with  
daily low temperature >90th percentile 

days per year 

Table 2. Definitions of means and extremes These are standard definitions from the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). [Hartmann et al:2013, Box 2.4 pg. 221] 

 

RESULTS 
Results are presented for a single weather station (Atlantic City, NJ, figures 47) as 

explanation and then for all stations with data since 1950 (figures 819). 

The plots for Atlantic City, NJ were made for every mean and extreme. Atlantic City was 

chosen as an example because it has the longest record of good data in the U.S. A best fit line 

was fitted to the each plot. R2 was then computed. R2 shows how much of the variance can be 

explained by the linear trend. 

In Atlantic City, the mean temperature of daily highs (figure 4a) has warmed by 2.6oF in 
the past century. The R2 value for that plot is 0.46, so 46 percent of the variance can be 

explained by the best fit line. On the yearly average of daily lows (figure 4b), the R2 value is 

higher at 0.62, because the data has a tighter fit to the line. 
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For Atlantic City, the slopes of the best fit lines of the heat extremes (figure 5) are 

increasing and all of the slopes of the cold extremes (figure 6) are decreasing. Precipitation is not 

changing uniformly in either the means (figure 4c) or extremes (figure 7). 

The slope and R2 value was recorded in a text data file for every mean and extreme, for 

every weather station with data since 1950. This included 1243 stations for temperature and 4534 

for precipitation. Another python code read in these numbers and made plots of the aggregated 

data. It made a histogram of the slopes of the best fit lines for every mean and extreme. Then it 

plotted the location of the stations on a world map and colored the points based on how much 

each station is warming. 

The average over all stations of the mean temperatures is warming by about 4oF per 
century (figures 8, 9). Of the 1,500 cities with records going back before 1950, about 97% of the 

stations are showing an increase in temperature and only 3% are cooling. Although almost 

everywhere is warming, the most intense warming varies by geography. Europe and Asia are 

warming more than the U.S (figures 8b, 17, 18). Extremes give even more insight on how our 

climate is changing. All measures of extreme heat are increasing (figures 10, 11), and all 

measures of extreme cold are decreasing (figures 12, 13). This confirms that climate change 

strongly affects average temperatures and has a pronounced influence on extreme temperatures. 

The R2 value can be used to tell how significant a trend is. On the geographic distribution 

plots of R2 (figures 8c, 9c), all points that are red means that there is less than oneinone 

thousand chance that the increase in slope happened by a random process. All points that are 

blue means that there is less than oneinone million chance that the increase in slope happened 

by a random process. This was computed using a significance of correlation coefficient 

calculator [Lowry:2015] with number of samples N=65 years and correlation coefficient, R, 
where R2 is the R2 value. 

More heat extremes and fewer cold extremes affect agriculture and are bad for crops. In 

extreme heat, many seeds cannot germinate so plants cannot reproduce. Fruits have more trouble 

maturing and in many cases fall off the tree before they are ripe. Many plants die as they are 

more susceptible to diseases and pest infestations. While fewer frost nights make for a longer 
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growing season thus making it possible to grow plants further north, it will also increase pests 

and bring on more severe heat stress that will kill of crops. 

Precipitation results are more varied (figures 1416). While most places are changing, 

how they change varies by geography. There is high spatial correlation amongst stations that are 

getting wetter and those that are getting drier. For example, the eastern and western coasts of 

Australia are significantly drying, by about 17 inches per year over a century. Just inland is about 

neutral, and northern Australia is getting wetter (figure 19). 

Because this project uses raw data straight from stations, places that didn’t record data 

are underrepresented. For example, there are only a few stations in South America, Africa, and 

the southern half of Asia. Because of this, the data is biassed towards the places that are most 

strongly represented. However, where there are stations in these places, those stations are 

warming too. 

A common misconception is that the measured warming at weather stations is caused by 

the urban heat island effect. This is a phenomenon where concrete holds more heat than trees and 

grass so urban areas warm faster than rural areas as cities expand. Several studies have shown 

that urban and rural regions show the same amount of warming [Peterson et al:2010, Brohan et 

al:2006], showing that observed warming is not just caused by the urban heat island effect. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
This project investigates changes in climate using data from individual weather stations. 

The history of means and extremes in both temperature and precipitation are evaluated. The 

world is getting warmer, there are more heat extremes, fewer cold extremes, and the change in 

precipitation varies by geography. The results clearly show that climate change is real because it 

can be seen at almost every single station around the world. It also shows that extremes are 

changing along with the means. In conclusion, this project proved that climate change is evident 

using the simplest data set and mathematical methods possible: conclusive evidence was found 

by using daily weather records, yearly averages, percentiles, and the slope of a best fit line. 

One of the biggest challenges in working in the climate change field is helping the public 

better understand the risks of climate change. To accomplish this goal, an interactive map of the 
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world was created that shows how each individual station is changing in the means and the 

extremes. It is more convincing when people can see how their home town is changing. The 

author is currently working with museum specialists to put this educational tool in an interactive 

exhibit that will travel to museums around the country (see http://lillianpetersen.github.io). 
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Executive Summary 

           Our research examines the possibility of using satellite selection to improve global 

positioning system (GPS) accuracy. Although GPS is generally accurate at showing users where 

they are located on the earth, various sources of error may cause its output to be incorrect. The 

primary source of this error is in the atmosphere. GPS uses satellites that transmit radio signals, 

and these signals are subject to atmospheric interference. A GPS receiver needs to get data from 

at least four satellites in order to find its position, but typically there are more than four satellites 

available. We looked at how using the data from different configurations of satellites can reduce 

error caused by the atmospheric effect. To do this, we created a computer simulation that allows 

us to quickly test thousands of satellite configurations at an instant in time. Our simulations 

showed that the average error is lowest when data from all possible satellites are used. However, 

there are many configurations that give much less error. After multiple runs of the simulation, 

we concluded that a GPS is most accurate when using the combination of four satellites whose 

angles of elevation from satellite to receiver are closest to 45 degrees. This method offers an 

improvement in accuracy compared to the current method that GPS uses to select satellites, and 

would be practical to implement on GPS receivers. 
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Problem Statement 

 The Global Positioning System (GPS) is an essential tool for navigation in today’s world. 

Developed in the 1970s for U.S. military use, it has since grown widely in use and today has 

numerous important applications.  

 

With a GPS receiver, a user can find his or her position anywhere on the earth. The receiver will 

communicate with whichever of the 31 GPS satellites that orbit the earth are visible to it at  any 

given time. However, GPS faces some inherit issues that reduce its ability to provide the user with 

an accurate position. 

 

The largest error source in GPS is due to atmospheric effects, almost entirely as a result of a layer 

of atmosphere called the ionosphere. The ionospheric effect is heavily dependent upon solar 

activity and is greatly increased during periods of high solar activity. The error can range from 4 

meters under normal conditions to errors much greater during solar storms.  

 

This research can have an impact by providing both civilian and military users with a positioning 

tool that is more accurate.  
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Hypothesis 

 A GPS needs to use at least four satellites to get its position, but normally there are 

more than four satellites available for use. We hypothesize that we can reduce GPS error 

caused by the ionosphere by selecting which of the visible satellites the GPS should use. We will 

examine the effects that selecting different satellites has on GPS accuracy by creating a 

computer simulation. We expect to reduce the potential for error in receiver positioning. 

 

Procedure 

 In order to begin, we have to find a way to describe the ionospheric effect. The ionosphere 

is a layer of the atmosphere that contains atoms that have been ionized by solar radiation. This 

causes the ionosphere to have a high density of free electrons—a density that varies depending 

on solar activity. These free electrons affect the electromagnetic signal that is being transmitted 

by the GPS satellite. To determine the ionospheric effect, we first take a measurement of the 

electron content of the ionosphere, which we call total electron content (TEC). We refer to it in 

one of two ways: either slant TEC or vertical TEC. Slant TEC is defined as follows: 

 

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑆 =  ∫ 𝑛𝑑𝑠
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟

𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒

 

In this equation, n is the electron density and s is the ray path.  

 

Vertical total electron content, on the other hand, is integrated perpendicular to the ground. This 

is useful for creating maps of the ionosphere. 
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With the electron content of the ionosphere defined, we can look at its effect on the 

electromagnetic waves broadcast by the satellites. The speed of propagation of the radio waves 

through the ionosphere is determined by the density of electrons there. This causes an increased 

propagation speed for the sinusoidal carrier wave and a decrease in propagation speed for the 

wave modulating the carrier. As a result of this delay of modulation, known as the group delay, 

the receiver gets the data broadcast by the satellite later than expected. This effect is called the 

first order ionospheric effect. The equation for group delay, measured in meters, is derived in 

Alizadeh et al. (2013), where TECS is the slant total electron content, and f is the frequency of the 

signal: 

 

𝛥𝜌 =
40.31 ∗ 𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑆

𝑓2
 

 

It follows that the delay given in seconds, with c as the speed of light, is: 

 

𝐼𝑓 =  
𝑐

𝛥𝜌
 

 

Next, we must look at how a GPS receiver actually calculates its position—a process known as 

trilateration. The receiver calculates its distance to at least four satellites. One could imagine 

drawing spheres from each satellite that represent the possible location of the receiver. The point 
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of intersection of the spheres is the location of the receiver. Mathematically, this involves solving 

a system of up to n equations similar to the following:  

 

𝑐(𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐 − 𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑡 + 𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ) =  √(𝑥𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑥)2 + (𝑦𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑦)2 + (𝑧𝑠𝑎𝑡 − 𝑧)2 

 

In this equation, 𝑥𝑠𝑎𝑡, 𝑦𝑠𝑎𝑡, and 𝑧𝑠𝑎𝑡 are the coordinates of the satellites (which are included in 

the satellites’ broadcast); c is the speed of light; x, y, and z are the positions of the receiver; 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐 is 

the time when the receiver got the signal; 𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is a variable that is meant to account for the 

inaccuracy in the receiver’s clock; and 𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the time at which the satellites broadcast the signal 

(also included in the broadcast). Solving a system of at least four of these equations allows the 

GPS to find its coordinates.  

 

However, due to the group delay caused by the ionosphere, the signal takes longer than it should 

to reach the receiver. Since the receiver does not know the delay, the distance found by the 

equations will have errors and will lead to finding an incorrect position.  

 

Our research examines how having the receiver select particular configurations of satellites will 

reduce this effect. To do this, we create a computer program using Java that simulates a GPS 

environment. The simulations import data on TEC and current satellite orbits and then calculate 

the first order ionospheric effect for each satellite. Then, we look at all possible configurations of 

at least four satellites and find the configuration with the least possible error. We will then 
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examine the patterns in the selection it makes and see how it can improve GPS accuracy. A 

flowchart of the code is given in appendix A.  

 

There are several intricacies involved in actually creating the simulation. The simulation begins 

by downloading a vertical TEC map and current GPS satellite orbit data. First, we need to know 

which satellites are actually visible to the receiver and can be used. An equation can be created 

based on the fact that a satellite and receiver can have a difference in latitude and a difference 

in longitude at a maximum of theta degrees. We define theta as follows:  

𝜃 = 90 −  sin−1 (
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ

𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ +  𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑒

) 

Now that we know which satellites are visible to the receiver, we need to find the slant TEC for 

each satellite in order to determine the first order ionospheric effect. To accomplish this, we have 

to convert from vertical TEC to slant TEC. We assume that the ionosphere is a single spherical 

layer above the earth, and then we can use a mapping function to convert from vertical TEC to 

slant. The function, derived by Alizadeh et al. (2013), is as follows:  

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑆

𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑉
=  (1 − (

𝑅𝑒 cos 𝜇

𝑅𝑒 + ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑜
)

2

)

−1/2

 

In this equation, 𝜇 represents the elevation angle from satellite to receiver, and ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑜 is the height 

of the ionosphere, which we assume to be 400 kilometers. From this, the program can calculate 

the first order ionospheric effect, which will be used later as we replicate the GPS position 

calculation. 
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Earlier, we showed the equation that GPS uses to solve for its position. We need a system of at 

least four equations, because we have four different variables (time correction, x, y, and z). We 

could algebraically solve four equations, but if we have an over-determined system (more 

equations than variables), we have to look into new ways of solving. We can have as many 

equations as there are satellites visible. In order to solve the equations, we must use linear 

algebra techniques. First, we organize our data into matrices as follows. Note that 𝑝 is the 

pseudorange, or distance to the satellite from the receiver; the vector �⃗� is a 4D vector with x, y, 

z coordinates of the satellite and the pseudorange 𝑝; and the vector �⃗⃗� is a similar 4D vector for 

the receiver, except the fourth entry is the time correction. This method of solving was defined 

by Strang and Bore.  

𝐁 = [

𝑥1 𝑦1

𝑥2 𝑦2

𝑧1 −𝑝1

𝑧2 −𝑝2
𝑥3 𝑦3

⋮ ⋮
𝑧3 −𝑝3

⋮ ⋮

] 

𝐚 ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ =  
1

2
 [

〈 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗1 , 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗1〉

〈 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗2, 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗2〉

〈 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗3, 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗3〉
⋮

]  where 〈 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗1 , 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗1〉 is a Lorenz inner product   

 Λ =  
1

2
〈�⃗⃗⃗�, �⃗⃗⃗�〉 

�⃗⃗� =  [

1
1
1
⋮

] 

We return to the original distance equation, and use algebraic manipulation to rearrange it as 

follows. Note that 𝑏 = 𝐶 ∗ ∆𝑡, or the position error caused by the receiver’s inaccuracy.  

 

(𝑥𝑖
2 + 𝑦𝑖

2 +  𝑧𝑖
2 −  𝑝𝑖

2) − 2(𝑥𝑖𝑥 +  𝑦𝑖𝑦 +  𝑧𝑖𝑧 − 𝑝𝑖𝑏) +  (𝑥2 +  𝑦2 +  𝑧2 −  𝑏2) = 0 
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Which we then rewrite as follows, 

1

2
〈 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗𝑖, 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗𝑖〉 −  〈 𝐬 ⃗⃗⃗𝑖, �⃗⃗⃗� 〉 + 

1

2
〈 �⃗⃗⃗�, 𝐮 ⃗⃗⃗⃗ 〉 = 0 

Since we’ve already defined our matrices, we can rewrite all n of these equations as follows. 

𝐚 ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ − 𝐁�⃗⃗⃗�  +  Λ�⃗⃗� = 0 

Next, we want to generalize this equation to include more than four possible satellites. We solve 

for the least squares solution and rearrange as such: 

�⃗⃗⃗� = 𝐁+(𝐚 ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ + Λ�⃗⃗�)      where    𝐁+ = (𝐁𝐓𝐁)−𝟏𝐁𝐓  

Solving these equations with the help of a Java matrix library gives us two answers. The 

coordinates will not be located on the surface of the earth for one of the answers, so we can 

ignore that one to reach our final answer.  

 

For the first run of this simulation, we calculated the actual coordinates of the receiver using 

correct pseudoranges. We then repeated this process for every possible configuration of 

satellites, except the pseudoranges have been changed based on the first order ionospheric 

effect for each satellite. In each run, we collected the output that a receiver would have given 

the user with the ionospheric effect and compared that to the actual position of the receiver. 

Since these are simply 3-D coordinates, the distance formula allowed us to find the error. 
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Results and Conclusion 

 The simulation allowed us to test various configurations of satellites by producing an 

overlay of GPS satellites on a map of the earth as seen in Fig. 1.0.  

 

Fig 1.0: Output of the simulation. The background is a map of vertical total electron content (TEC), 

as provided by NASA. Areas of dark blue have the lowest TEC, while areas with yellow and orange 

have higher TEC. The overlay is generated by the program. The green circle is the location of the 

receiver and all the squares are GPS satellites. The pink squares are ones that have been selected 

by the program, the red squares are visible satellites that have not been selected, and the orange 

satellites are not visible to the receiver. In each visible satellite a number is given, which is the first 

order ionospheric effect on that satellite. The white dot represents the location of the ionospheric 

pierce point for each selected satellite. 
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Fig 1.2: Average error per amount of satellites selected 

Fig 1.1: GPS error for different satellite configurations. The error range narrows as more 
satellites are used, but one of the four-satellite configurations had the smallest error. 
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For this particular run of the simulation, there were eight satellites visible, which meant that 

there were 163 unique combinations of satellites available. The configuration with the least error 

used four satellites and had an error of 1.92 meters. When plotting the average error per number 

of satellites used (Fig 1.1), several trends are apparent. First, the range of error increases as fewer 

satellites are used. The error when using eight satellites is a little more than 5 meters, while the 

error when using four satellites ranges from approximately 2 meters to 11 meters. As shown in 

Fig 1.2, the average error drops when going from four to five satellites and remains fairly similar 

when using five or more.  

 

Our results show that the primary drawback of using fewer satellites is a greater range of error, 

potentially ranging from minute to very large. Current GPS technology relies on all visible 

satellites, ensuring that the error given is only moderate. But this method has shortcomings. As 

shown in Fig 1.1, there are many configurations that give a lower error than that of the eight-

satellite configuration. The question that remains is, how can the receiver figure out which 

configurations will have the lowest error? Through several runs of the simulation, we noticed 

that the simulation typically does not choose the satellites closest to and furthest from the 

receiver. Based on this observation, we decided to alter the simulation so that it eliminated these 

satellites. We accomplished this by eliminating satellites furthest from the receiver, or those with 

angles of elevation from receiver to satellite of less than 10 degrees, and closest to the receiver, 

or with angles of elevation greater than 80 degrees. We could then compare those configurations 

with ones that use all visible satellites.  
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Fig 1.3: A different run of the simulation shows the error per satellites used. (Top) Error with all 
combinations of 12 satellites. (Bottom) Error after eliminating all satellites that have an angle of 
elevation greater than 80 degrees or less than 10 degrees.  
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The process of satellite elimination enabled us to reduce our error considerably (Fig 1.3). The GPS 

in this case would have had an error of nearly 24 meters when all satellites are used, but by 

eliminating the satellites at extreme angles we reduced the error to approximately 15 meters. 

We were able to further improve accuracy by eliminating satellites with angles of less than 20 

degrees and greater than 70 degrees. In essence, we selected the satellites whose angles of 

elevation are closest to 45 degrees. With those criteria in effect, the simulation produced an error 

of only 12.7 meters. Replacing the current method GPS uses with this method would reduce the 

error by almost half. These results were consistent across multiple runs of the simulation, as 

shown in appendix A.  

 

The next step is to verify this method by testing on an actual GPS receiver. If this testing verifies 

the results of our simulation, then we have discovered a way to reduce GPS error significantly 

that can be utilized by all GPS receivers.   
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Executive Summary

Many practical problems can be well described by equations. These equation are usually

not analytically solvable and numerical solution are often sought. Linear solvers that solve

a large system of coupled equations are foundations for many numerical method of solving

these equations. Even for nonlinear problems, almost universally, the equations are linearized

locally and then solved using a linear approximation. Therefore linear solver properties are

critically important to almost all numerical packages intended to solve physical problems. In

this project, we investigated properties of two linear solvers: Gauss-Seidel and Generalized

Minimal Residual Method (GMRES).

We apply them to two problems to compare their numerical properties. The first problem

is to model the flow of natural gas in hydraulically fractured shale. We used the solvers to

solve the governing equations for the gas flow and compared the results and computation

time. For the second problem, we developed a mathematical model to predict epidemic

of disease. In particular, we study the 2014 West Africa Ebola outbreak, because it is a

best documented outbreak. The linear solvers are used to solve the model equations and to

provide predictions of the disease spread with the intention to build a tool for public health

officers to effective control disease epidemics with minimum interruption to normal life.

Our experience shows that the GMRES method requires more knowledge of linear algebra

and more difficult to program, but it is an effective and powerful linear solver once it is well

programed. The Gauss-Seidel method is a rather simple method. It is easy to program,

but may not converge sometimes. When it converges, it usually takes longer time and more

computation to obtain the solution.
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1 Problems

1.1 Shale gas modeling

Two real life problems are studied in this project. The first problem is about modeling

of shale gas production. The model equations and their assumptions for this problem has

been described in a report to Intel Science Talent Search (STS) by the first author. In

the STS report the model equation is discretized and solved using Gauss-Seidel method.

In this project, we used the Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) method to solve the

linearized equations. The same results are obtained. For this problem the only difference is

the computational speed. The GMRES solver is about 3 to 5 times faster than the Gauss-

Seidel method used before. For this reason, in the rest of this report we focus on the second

problem. For readers interested in the shale gas problem, we include the STS report in the

Appendix.

1.2 An epidemiology problem

Human health is one of the next large frontiers in science. Among the oldest, still existing

threat to it is infectious disease. Even with recent advances in vaccines and antibiotics,

modeling disease spread is important in allocating finite resources. To distribute the correct

quantity of aid, both the number of cases and geographic distribution must be modeled

accurately for at least several months. In order to give a prediction at the time of full

mobilization of aid, a spatially modified SIR model is presented. Here, SIR stands for

susceptible, infected, and recovered. This will provide valuable insight into where, when,

and how many resources to send to contain an outbreak. The model results are compared

to the well-documented, 2014 Ebola outbreak.

For the 2014 Ebola outbreak, two cited models, the libspatialSEIR and the IDEA models,

lost accuracy after several months, with the IDEA model under predicting and the SEIR

model over predicting (Brown and Olson, 2014; Felix, 2015). Neither provided the geographic

distribution of the disease. To consider this, there are two types of models. The first type

uses a diffusion equation based on infected population (Hu et al., 2013). This type of model

is incorrect since after some time, it yields uniform population distribution in the affected

area. Another type of model, uses network theory (Montiago et al., 2014). The network

model operates on a microscale instead of a macroscale. If given detailed information about

human travel and environment conditions, the network approach can provide extremely

accurate results, however it requires an often impractical amount of data. In the event of an
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outbreak, a fast prediction can save many lives (The World Health Organization, 2014).

The model discussed in this paper is a macroscale model and uses the concept of the

diffusion with the deficiency of traditional diffusion model corrected. When detailed infor-

mation is available, the effect of long distance travel is included in a network model. More

importantly, without the detailed information, the model still functions off of the concept

of diffusion and a few macroscopic geographic parameters to provide reasonably accurate

predictions on the geographic progression of an infectious disease.

Mathematically, this model is a non-local diffusion equation. This equation is discretized

into a set of linear algebraic equations and are solved by an advanced technique, the gener-

alized minimal residual (GMRES) method using a spatial, finite difference approach. This

solution strategy is chosen because timely solution of the equation is essential. GMRES is a

Krylov solver and the solution scheme does not require the coefficient matrix to be stored.

Thus it is Jacobian free.

1.3 Dynamics of Disease

Let P (x, y, t) be the population density at location (x, y) at time t, and i(x, y, t) be the

fraction of infected population. For any given region Ω the increase of the infected population

can be calculated as.

∂

∂t

∫ ∫
Ω

PI dxdy =

∫ ∫
Ω

[
PsPI

τi
− PI

τr
−
∫ ∫

Ω

Ni(x, y, x
′, y′)dx′dy′

]
dxdy −

∫
∂Ω

F i · ndS,

(1)

where s is the fraction of susceptible people, 1/τi is the rate of infection of the susceptible

by an infected person in a unit of time, 1/τr is the rate of reduction of infected population

caused by death or recovery, Ni(x, y, x
′, y′) is the rate of infected people moving from location

(x, y) to location (x′, y′), and F i is the net flux (outgoing minus incoming) of infected people

leaving region Ω from the boundary ∂Ω per unit length and per unit of time. Using the

Gauss Theorem (Weisstein, 2016) in (1), yields

∂PI

∂t
=
PsPI

τI
− PI

τr
−∇ · F i −

∫ ∫
Ni(x, y, x

′, y′)dx′dy′. (2)

The flux of infected people is modeled as

F I = −DP∇I, (3)

where D is mobility of infected people, the average of square of the distance traveled by an

infected person in a unit of time. This model is different from the classical diffusion model
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in which F I = −D∇(PI). In the classical model (Hu et al., 2013) the population density

is inside the gradient operator ∇ homogenizing population distribution. The initial stages

of an outbreak of a single disease is unlikely to significantly alter the population density.

Although there were diseases, such as black plague and smallpox (Ole, 2005; Patterson

and Runge, 2002), that wiped out a significant population, most diseases cause insignificant

change in the population. Indeed, the 2014 Ebola outbreak caused 11,304 (Center for Disease

Control, 2016) deaths compared to several million of the population in the area (World Bank,

2015). Since the model is limited to early stage of an outbreak, the population density P is

considered as a function of location (x, y) only, not a function of time t. Furthermore, it is

assumed that for a new disease, there is not sufficient time for a significant development of

immunity, so all people are susceptible: s = 1 in (2).

Similarly to (3), the non-local net out flux of infected people is proportional to the

difference in the fractions of infected population between two travel locations (xk, yk) and

(x`, y`),

NI(x, y, x
′, y′) =

N∑
k=1

δ(x− xk)δ(y − yk)
N∑
`=1

δ(x′ − x`)δ(y′ − y`)Tk`[I(x, y)− I(x′, y′)], (4)

where δ is the Dirac δ-function, Tk` is the flux of infected people between locations (xk, yk)

and (x`, y`), and N is the total number of such locations, such as airports and railroad

stations.

To test the current model, numerical calculations are compared with the results of the

2014 Ebola outbreak. The region is discretized into rectangular numerical cells with length

∆x and width ∆y. On each node the discretized equation (2) is

In+1
i,j =

Pi,jI
n
i,n+

[
(PD)W

In+1
i−1,j

∆x2
+(PD)E

In+1
i+1,j

∆x2
+(PD)S

In+1
i,j−1

∆y2
+(PD)N

In+1
i,j+1

∆y2
+
∑Ni,j

`=1 Tk`I
n+1
i`,j`

]
∆t

Pi,j +
[

1
τr
− Pi,jsni,j

τi
+ (PDi)W

∆x2
+ (PDi)E

∆x2
+ (PDi)S

∆y2
+ (PDi)N

∆y2
+
∑Ni,j

`=1 Tk`

]
∆t

,(5)

where N,S,E, and W denote values on the above (North), below (South), right (East), and

left (West) faces of the particular cell.
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Figure 1: The mesh that covers the map and one mesh cell with four faces

After convergence studies, using ∆x = ∆y = 1 mile to cover the west Africa region

is sufficient. The mesh has 79,735 nodes and unknowns. Equation (5) is a set of linear

algebraic equations and can be written as Ax = b, with A being the coefficient matrix, x

being the vector consisting unknowns values of ii,j, and b being corresponding right hand

side. The equations are solved using Gauss-Seidel method and the GMRES method, which

is summarized in the first appendix. We find the GMRES method is usually 3 to 5 times

faster than the Gauss-Seidel method

2 Results

Using a mesh with 79,735 1×1 mile cells to cover the west Africa region, the computational

program simultaneously solved these equations to predict the geographic spread of the 2014

Ebola outbreak. With the GMRES solver, the Java code solves these equations within a

half second. Within three minutes, the method predicts seven months into the future, and

provides information about geographic distribution of the disease. The results shown in

Fig. 2 are obtained using τr = 30 days, D = 0.42 miles2/day, τi = 46 days for Guinea,

D = 34.6 miles2/day , τi = 26 days for Sierra Leone, and D = 34.6 miles2/day , τi = 23 days

for Liberia. Although these parameters are chosen to produce the similar results to compare

with the field data, they are reasonable characteristics of Ebola and human mobility (The

World Health Organization, 2016). For instance the numbers for mobility D shows that the

average infected person walks approximately 0.65 to 5.9 miles per day in the region.
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first month third month fifth month

seventh month field data

Figure 2: The predicted spread in the first, third, fifth, and seventh months of the 2014 Ebola

outbreak compared to actual cases numbers (PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases, 2014) (the

sum of numbers represented by blue and red dots in the last graph) after seven months.

As shown in Fig. 2, the predicted geographic case density, the number of cases per square

mile, is in qualitative agreement with the actual disease distribution which can be estimated

by the summation of numbers represented by the sizes of both blue and red dots in the last

graphic in Fig. 2, although the calculated results miss a few cases in northern Guinea. This

discrepancy may be caused by nonlocal travelers for which requires detailed data and was

not considered in this calculation. With data on the travel routes and travel rates of people

this effect can be accounted for.

To provided a quantitative comparison, cumulative cases are compared with actual cases

in Fig. 3. The general trends for three countries are similar to the field data, although
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the initial take-off rate are smaller. These discrepancies are likely also due to the nonlocal

travelers. These results suggest that the early stage of outbreak is critical. The quicker the

outbreak is contained, the less the fatalities there are.

Figure 3: Predicted cumulative cases (left) versus actual cases (right)

(PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases, 2014)

To test the capability of the model in considering nonlocal pathways of disease transmis-

sion, in Fig. 4 a hypothetical pathway between the locations as indicated by the arrow in

the figure is added. A new epicenter emerges in this case showing the effect of non locality.

A
A
A
A

A
A
A

A
A
A

AK

Figure 4: Test of nonlocal disease transmission
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3 Conclusion & Primary Achivemetns

In the past, epidemic models are either inaccurate in predicting the spread of disease spatially

or requiring too detailed information to predict an outbreak involving a large region. A model

to address both of these problems is built and presented. The model included added non-

locality to a typical SIR infection rate equation and corrected an error in the classical diffusion

model. Then a Java program solved the non-local diffusion equations, using GMRES with

the Gauss-Seidel method as a preconditioner. In this study, the model prediction was in

reasonable agreement with the field data from the 2014 West Africa Ebola outbreak in terms

of geographical spread and total cases. The code and the computational method used can

solve a massive set of equations within a half second allowing us to predict seven months

into the future under three minutes. To further improve the model, field data concerning

the nonlocal disease transmission will be included. With information about non-local travel,

the model can be expanded it to a global scale, to capture the whole impact of an epidemic.

Although the Ebola outbreak is the example in this paper, the model has applications in

modeling all other infecti.us diseases including viral epidemics such as Zika or even parasitic

such as malaria.
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Appendix A- GMRES Method

GMRES stands for Generalized Minimal Residual Method and is an iterative solver for a

linear equation Ax = b, where A is an invertible matrix, x is an unknown vector, and b is

a column vector. It makes an initial guess x0 and improves upon it by finding zn such that

x = x0 +zn has the minimum residual, r = b−Ax , in the Krylov subspace after n-iterations.

The Krylov Subspace is built as follows:

Kn = Kn(A, r0) = span{r0, Ar0, A
2r0, · · · , An−1r0}. (6)

These vectors are linearly independent so long as an exact solution has not been found.

Each GMRES iteration expands the search for z by a new dimension represented by An−1r0.

Using Arnoldi Iteration, we can orthonormalize these vectors to provide more convenient

bases for calculating z.

In the Arnoldi Iteration we set the first normalized vector q1 = r0/||r0||. The process

then projects the next vector Aq1 onto q1, takes its orthogonal component, and normalizes

it to make a new vector q2. Thus it follows that vector qk, is made orthogonal to all of

the prior k − 1 vectors. These vectors forms matrix Qn = {q1, q2, · · · , qn}. We then write

zn = Qnyn. The relation between An−1r0 and qk is described by a Heisenberg Matrix H̃n.

This matrix has the property AQn = Qn+1H̃n and is an upper-triangular matrix, with an

additional minor diagonal below the main diagonal. Thus, the residual, rn, can be expressed

as:

rn = ||Qn+1βe1 −Qn+1H̃nyn|| = ||Qn+1(βe1 − H̃nyn)|| = ||βe1 − H̃nyn||, (7)

where β = ||r0|| = ||b− Ax0||, e1 = {1, 0, · · · , 0}T is an (n+ 1)-dimension vector.

We then use a process called Givens Rotations to rotate the Heisenberg Matrix into a

Upper Triangular Matrix, Rn by multiplying by rotation matrices Ω1,Ω2, · · · ,Ωn. The first

rotation matrix, Ω1 is:

Ω1 =



c1 −s1 0 0 · · · 0

s1 c1 0 0 · · · 0

0 0 1 0 · · · 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

...

0 · · · 0 0 1 0

0 · · · 0 0 0 1


n×n

(8)
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where si = −hi+1,i

√
h2
i,i + h2i+ 1, i and ci = hi+1,i

√
h2
i,i + h2i+ 1, i. The rotated matrix

is then:

Rn = GnH̃n = Ωn · · ·Ω2Ω1H̃n =



r1,1 · · · · · · r1,n

0 r2,2 · · · r2,n

...
. . . . . .

...
... · · · 0 rn,n

0 · · · 0 0


(n+1)×n

=

[
Un

0

]
, (9)

The residual, rn, can then be written as rn = ||βe1 − H̃nyn|| = ||Gn(βe1 − H̃nyn)|| =

||g̃n −Rnyn||, where g̃n = βGne1 =

[
gn

γn

]
. Thus:

rn =

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[
gn

γn

]
−

[
Un

0

]
yn

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ =

√
||gn − Unyn||2 + γ2

n. (10)

We can easily solve the upper triangular matrix to find yn such that gn = Unyn. In

this way, the error at this iteration, is γn. If γn is sufficiently small, the solution is found.

Otherwise the iteration is repeated.

To accelerate convergence, we use Gauss-Seidel as a preconditioned for GMRES. We write

A = L + D + U , where L is a strictly lower diagonal Matrix, U is a strictly upper diagonal

Matrix, and D is the diagonal Matrix. The equation becomes:

Ax = b, and (L+D + U)x = b,

(L+D)−1(L+D + U)x = (L+D)−1b,

[I + (L+D)−1U ]x = (L+D)−1b (11)

The idea of using Gauss-Seidel as a preconditioner is to do operations to the coefficient

matrix and corresponding matrices so that the coefficient matrix is a diagonally dominated

matrix in which the main diagonal values are close to 1. When that is achieved, the coeffi-

cient matrix has properties that allow GMRES to converge on a solution with even greater

efficiency.
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Appendix B - Detailed Shale Report

B.1 Introduction

Shale is a low porosity rock partially filled with natural hydrocarbons. It has long been known

that these rocks are major natural gas resources, but efficient recovery has been challenging.

The solution is to increase its porosity by hydraulically fracturing it, which began as an

experiment in 1947, and was proven commercially successful in 1950 [King 2012].

Since the idea of hydraulically fracturing shale has become of interest to oil industries, it

has also created a higher demand to simulate the phenomena. It has been discovered that

although relatively successful today, shale gas production still needs to be better understood

as it is beginning to take a major role in the American economy. As competition from foreign

oil companies increases, the shale industry has turned to science to maximize production

and make fracking more efficient and environmentally friendly. Many works [King 2012

& Turcotte et al. 2014] currently focus on reporting raw data or models of gas behavior

in laboratory setting. This project provides improved understanding of reservoir behavior

during the production life time, which is achieved by considering the permeability change

during the production of a well.

A recent article titled “Super Fracking” [Turcotte et al. 2014] in “Physics Today” explains

how fracking is achieved. After making the distinction between modern methods compared

to those used prior and confirming the recent success of shale, the paper posed the question,

“What percent of the oil and gas in the tight shale reservoir is recovered and at what rate?”.

A paper, titled “Why Fracking Works” [Bazant et al. 2014] has taken on this task. It uses a

nonlinear diffusion equation to model the gas flow in the fractured shale, and then predicts

the rate of gas production. Authors of the paper assume that fracture process is completed

after the fracking process, and fracture network does not change during the production.

The model predicts a much less production rate than field data shows for long periods of

production. In our project, continuous growth of the fracture network and effective rock

permeability are allowed during the production process. The reason for continuous growth

of the fracture network is due to pressure difference created when gas is extracted from the

shale. This is an improvement upon previous models to acquire more accurate predictions,

better answer the question “At what rate?, and thus better estimate the lifetime of shale

wells.
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B.2 A Theoretical Description of Gas Motion

The modeling effort starts with studying the flow of natural gas in the shale rock. Let ρ be

the density (kg/m3) of the gas (methane), and v be the flow velocity (m/s) of the gas. The

mass conservation of the gas is described by the following equation.

∂φρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρφv) = 0, (12)

where φ is the porosity of the shale rock.

The velocity of the gas can be calculated using Darcy’s law,

φv = −K
µ
∇P, (13)

where P is the gas pressure, K is the permeability of the shale rock, and µ is the viscosity

of the gas. Assuming a constant temperature in the reservoir, using c =
√

(∂P/∂ρ)T from

the equation of state for the gas, one finds

1

c2

∂P

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
ρk
∂P

∂x

)
+

∂

∂y

(
ρk
∂P

∂y

)
, (14)

in a two-dimensional domain, where k = K/(µφ). Such defined c is called isothermal speed of

sound of the gas. Typical value for this sound speed in a reservoir ranges from 450 to 630 m/s

depending on the temperature and pressure. Equation (14) is a nonlinear diffusion equation

for pressure P since both the sound speed c and the density ρ are functions of the pressure

P determined by the equation of state of the gas. Using the equation of state described in

the following, this equation is solved numerically using the finite volume method. For this

purpose, a Java computer code is written using the numerical solution method described in

Section B.4.

The Peng-Robinson equation of state adequately describes methane behavior in the pres-

sure range of interest [Barth 2006].

P =
RT

v − b
− aα

v2 + 2bv − b2
, (15)

where v is the volume per mole, v = Mw/(1000ρ) is specific volume, the volume per unit

mass,

a =
0.45724R2T 2

Pc
, b =

0.07780RTc
Pc

α = [1 + (0.37464 + 1.54226w − 0.26992w2)(1− T 0.5
r )]2, and Tr = T/Tc, (16)

with Tc = 191.15 K, and Pc = 6.641 MPa being the critical temperature and pressure and

w = 0.0115 for methane.
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From eq. (15) it is quite straightforward to calculate P with a given density, ρ, since v =

Mw/(1000ρ). However, to calculate density, one must solve a cubic equation. Although an

analytical solution is available, it involves the computation of complex numbers and selection

of one root from three possible roots. This cubic equation can be solved faster, numerically,

by using an iterative solution algorithm as follows. Equation (15) can be rewritten as

v = b+
RT

P + aα2/(v2 + 2bv − b2)
. (17)

The solution of this equation starts with an initial guess v0 of the specific volume v. In the

calculation at a given location (a more precise description of location will be given in Section

2.4), v0 = Mm/(1000ρn) is calculated using the last known density, ρn, where Mm = 16.04,

the molar mass of methane. If such density is not available the initial guess is set to be the

specific volume v0 = Mm/(1000ρc) at the critical state with ρc = 160.0 kg/m3. The improved

value of v is calculated iteratively using

vn+1 = b+
RT

P + aα2/(v2
n + 2bvn − b2)

, with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (18)

until the relative error 2|(vn+1 − vn)/(vn+1 + vn)| < 10−15. When this error tolerance is

reached, the last value of vn+1 is used as the solution and the density can be calculate as

ρ = Mw/(1000vn+1). Typically this error tolerance is reached within 20 iterations.
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B.3 Rock Damage

l

P

xσ

P

P
h

l

Figure 5: A pressure gradient results in a force in the rock that must be balanced by a tensile

stress σ. Ph and Pl denote high and low pressures respectively.

Gas production causes reduction of the pore pressure and stress imbalance in shale rock as

shown in Figure 5, leading to rock damage, connection of cracks and pores in the shale, and

an increased permeability. The exact cracking process is related to the structure of shale

and requires detailed calculations beyond the scope of this project. In the present work, the

rock is assumed damaged when the pressure gradient across length ` exceeds the cohesive

strength σc, where ` is the typical distance of fractures and rock joints in shale ranging from

15 to 50 cm and σc ≈ Order(1) MPa [Wang et al. 2014 & Gale et al. 2007]. The damage

is irredeemable. Therefore the damage is proportional to the greatest pressure gradient

experienced, max(||∇P ||), in the process history. The following relationship is proposed to

relate the permeability and pressure gradient.

K = K0

{
1 + F

[
max(||∇P ||)`

σc
− 1

]}
, if max(||∇P ||)` > σc, (19)

where K0 is the initial permeability of the rock (10−8mDarcy), and F is the permeability

factor. In the present calculation ` = 33 cm, the middle value reported by Wang et al.

[2014] and Gale et al. [2007], and the value for permeability factor, F , will be discussed in

the result section.
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B.4 Solving the Non-linear Diffusion Equation

In order to numerically solve eq. (14), a computational domain is constructed and divided

into nx × ny small rectangular cells with length ∆x = Lx/nx and height ∆y = Ly/ny. A

portion of these cells is shown Fig. 6 (left). The values for nx and ny are large enough to

ensure the grid convergence of the numerical results. The convergence study discussed below

shows that nx = 1000 and ny = 300 are sufficient. In this way, a computational cell is a

0.5 meter by 0.5 meter square. The pressure diffusion equation (14) is discretized using this

grid.

S

i,j
i−1,j

i,j+1

i,j−1

i+1,j
E

N

W

Figure 6: A portion of the mesh (left), where x represents previous values, and o represents

the value to be calculated. The green node represents the values being calculated. Red nodes

represent the values being used to calculate the green node value. A cell and related nodes

(right)

To ensure numerical stability the following implicit formulation is used.

P n+1
i,j − P n

i,j

∆t
=

c2
i,j

∆x

(
ρWkW

P n+1
i−1,j − P n+1

i,j

∆x
− ρEkE

P n+1
i,j − P n+1

i+1,j

∆x

)

+
c2
i,j

∆y

(
ρSkS

P n+1
i,j−1 − P n+1

i,j

∆y
− ρNkN

P n+1
i,j − P n+1

i,j+1

∆y

)
, (20)

where the subscripts i and j denote the i-th row and the j-th column in a grid, superscript n

or n+ 1 denotes the time step, and subscripts W, E, S and N denote the values on the west,

east, north and south surfaces of the cell centered at node i, j as shown in Fig. 6 (right).

The values of density on these surface are simply the average of the nodal values on both

sides of the surface, and the effective k’s used in this work are the harmonic mean of the

nodal values on the both sides of the surface. This is to ensure conservation of mass across
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the cell surface. For instance, on the east surface,

ρE =
ρi,j + ρi+1,j

2
, and kE =

2ki,jki+1,j

ki,j + ki+1,j

. (21)

Equation (20) represents a set of equations to be satisfied by the pressure values at all

nodes (indicated by i and j) in the computational domain, except at the boundary nodes

where the pressure values are specified. In this calculation the boundary nodes are all nodes

on the four sides of the rectangular computational domain and the node at the center of the

domain where the well is located. The total number of the unknowns can be calculated as

(nx − 1)(ny − 1)− 1. With nx = 1000 and ny = 300, the number is 298,700.

To solve these coupled nonlinear equations, P n+1
i,j is symbolically solved from (20) to find

P n+1
i,j =

P n
i,j + c2

i,j

(
ρW kWPn+1

i−1,j∆t

∆x2
+

ρEkEP
n+1
i+1,j∆t

∆x2
+

ρSkSP
n+1
i,j−1∆t

∆y2
+

ρNkNP
n+1
i,j+1∆t

∆y2

)
1 + c2

i,j

(
ρW kW ∆t

∆x2
+ ρEkE∆t

∆x2
+ ρSkS∆t

∆y2
+ ρNkN∆t

∆y2

) . (22)

An iterative equation solver is then used to solve the set of simultaneous equations,

iterating until a convergence is achieved at a single time step. This procedure stops when

the error tolerance,
√∑

i,j[(P
n
i,j − P n+1

i,j )2/(P n
i,jP

n+1
i,j )]/(nxny) < 10−6 is met. At this stage

the iteration is considered as converged, the new pressure field in this time step is found, the

new gas density is then calculated from the Peng-Robinson equation of state as described

above, and the time step is advanced.

B.5 Results and Discussion

The non-linear pressure diffusion equation (14) is solved using the finite volume method

described in Section 2.4. A rectangle with horizontal length Lx = 500 m and vertical height

Ly = 150 m are typical in a shale gas operation [Bazant et al. 2014], as shown in Fig. 7. The

computation domain is divided into 1000×300 cells for numerical solution, which is obtained

by solving the discretized nonlinear diffusion equation using time step of 1 hour and grid

size of 0.5 m × 0.5 m. Each time step 298,700 simultaneous equations are solved.
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Figure 7: The relation of the computation domain (c) to the reservoir. The cartoon of shale

base is cited from Bazant work [Bazant, et al. 2014]. The computational mesh and the cell

quantity calculation.

A Java code is developed to solve the nonlinear pressure diffusion equation. The accuracy

of the obtained solution depends on the cell and time step sizes. In general, the accuracy

increases with the decrease in the cell size and time step size. However, the use of small

cell size, or large nx and ny, implies large numbers of the coupled equations and unknowns,

and requires more computational resources or time. Similarly, with smaller time step size,

larger number of time steps is required to reach the targeted time period (5 years in this

work). To visualize the data, the relevant quantities need to be written to the hard disk in

the computer for the visualization package [Paraview, 2015]. With nx = 1000 and ny = 300,

one set of data output for a week of simulated time requires 11 Gigabytes of hard disk for

each calculation. Therefore, one needs to balance the accuracy requirement and available

computational resource. For this purpose, convergence study for the grid size and time step

size is conducted.
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Figure 8: The cumulative gas productions calculated using three grid resolutions (a) and

three time step sizes (b).

The grid convergence is studied first by comparing the cumulative gas production calcu-

lated using three different cell sizes, 2 m × 2 m, 1 m × 1 m, and 0.5 m × 0.5 m, with a

fixed time step of 1 hour. The cumulative gas production at a given time t is calculated by

m(0)−m(t), where m(0) is the initial mass at t = 0, and m(t) is the gas masses inside the

reservoir calculated using

m(t) =

∫ lx

0

∫ ly

0

φ(x, y)ρ(x, y, t)dxdy ≈
nx−1∑
i=1

ny−1∑
j=1

φi,jρi,j(t)∆x∆y. (23)

Obtained cumulative gas productions are shown in Fig. 8(a). The results (red line) obtained

by using 2 m × 2 m cells are noticeably smaller than the results obtained by using 1 m ×
1 m cells (blue line). As the cell size is further refined to 0.5 m × 0.5 m (green line), there

are little changes of the calculated cumulative gas production, indicating grid convergence.

Next, to study time step convergence, three time step sizes, 2 hours, 1 hour, and 30 minutes

are used on a fixed mesh with 1m × 1m cells. The calculated cumulative gas productions

are shown in Fig. 8(b). Since there are little differences among the results, the time step

convergence is confirmed at all three values, therefore a times step of 1 hour is used in all

further calculations.

With the confirmed convergence, a numerical calculation is performed for a hydraulically

fractured shale stratum assuming that the initial hydrofracking process increases the shale

permeability from 10 nanoDarcy to 5 milliDarcy in a circle of 100 m in diameter around

the well. By assuming 30 MPa initial pressure and the cohesive strength σc = 0.34 MPa in
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Figure 9: Calculated pressure gradient, permeability, and apparent gas density after 30, 100,

and 250 weeks of gas production.
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the formation, the calculation is performed to predict the gas production for 5 years. Fig. 9

shows the results of the pressure gradient, permeability, and gas mass per unit volume of

rock after 30, 100, and 250 weeks of gas production.

The volume of the cavity shown in the three dimensional figure is proportional to the

mass of gas produced. As seen in the figures, the strong pressure gradient concentrates

at the edge of the fractured region. Another observation is the vitality of the increased

permeability toward gas mobility. Figure 9 also shows that the gas is relatively undisturbed

in the undamaged areas.

The results show the progression of the cracks due to the high pressure gradient between

low and high permeability areas of the rock. The high pressure gradient fronts sweep through

the rock leaving behind damaged rock with increased permeability. As expected, the severity

and rate of progression of the damage lessen as the distance to the well center increases. This

crack progression is responsible for the “leveling-off” of the production rate, which has not

be studied previously. The permeability factor, F , control the degree of this “leveling-of”

effect. The effect of F saturates when F is larger than 80,000, as no significant difference

between the production rates calculated with F = 80, 000 and F = 100, 000 shown in Fig. 10.

We believe that F is a characteristic of a specific shale, and is determined by the geological

location of the shale.
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Figure 10: Comparison of results from the current model and from [Bazant et al. 2014].

Figure 10 shows the comparison of production rate against measured values from four

hydraulically fractured wells in Arkansas. In the process of hydraulic fracking, around 2-10

million of gallons of water [King 2012] is pumped into the drilled well to crack the shale. It

takes 1-5 months for the water to drain or be absorbed. Since the main objective of this

project is to predict the long term gas production, no attempt is made to consider the short

term effects of water flow. As a consequence, the gas production is over estimated for the
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first few months. After that period the production rate calculated from the present model

agrees with field quite well. As a comparison, results from [Bazant et al. 2014] is shown on

the right of the Fig. 10, which underestimates the long-term production.

The new model is also used to calculate production rate of Barnett shale wells in Texas

[Drilling info., 2015] with the cohesive strength σc = 1 MPa and F = 91, 000. The results are

shown in Fig. 11. It is interesting to note the fluctuations in the calculated rate in the figure.

Although these fluctuations can be caused by numerical instabilities in solving the nonlinear

equation, it could also be caused by the rock damage process. A sudden rock damage causes

a large flush of gas that drain the pressure temporarily. The pressure and its gradient is then

rebuilt, and the process repeats. Since the value of σc used is in Fig. 11 greater than that

in Fig. 10, to cause the rock damage the buildup in the pressure and its gradient is stronger

in cases of Figure 11, causing larger fluctuations. More work will be needed to positively

identify the causes of these fluctuations.

Figure 11: The current model with rock damage compared to field data [ Drilling info., 2015]

from Barnett shale in Texas. The fluctuations in production rate could be caused by the

repeated rock damage and pressure build up process as explained in Sec. 3.
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B.6 Summary and Future Work

A nonlinear diffusion equation is derived from Darcy’s Law, the equation of state, and

mass conservation principle. The permeability is regarded as a function of the rock damage

which is related to the pressure gradient, making it possible to incorporate the rock damage

into a more accurate model for shale gas flow. Then, the equation is discretized using a

computational mesh and solved it using an implicit method. Attention has been paid to the

stability and convergence of the numerical calculation.

These results suggest that the simple rock damage model presented in this work can

be used to model the production rate of shale gas for long periods of time. The rock

continues to crack after the hydraulic fracturing is completed due to the formation of a large

pressure gradient near the border of damage zone and intact rock. Accounting for this new

physical mechanism enables more accurate predictions of the long term production rate. The

calculated results match well with the experimental data, especially in the later stages of

shale gas production.

This paper has made a few key assumptions that are to be improved upon in the future.

First, water flow needs to be considered to better predict the production rate at the short

term. Second, the shale rock is assumed isotropic whereas in reality shale rock is layered

horizontally and is thus anisotropic. Finally, the shale rock is assumed homogenous along

the entirety of the drilled well, and thus modeled in a two-dimensional domain. In reality,

the shale may change its geological properties along the drilled well, and lateral flow must

also be considered.
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Executive Summary 
Allergies are an important health issue in our community. We want to develop a drug to lower the 
effects of allergies by characterizing the IgE receptor in a mast cell. The mast cell is an immune 
cell with many receptors on its membrane. Our project focuses on an IgE receptor called FcεR1, 
which plays a critical role in the allergy signal cascade within the mast cell. The FcεR1 has three 
protein subunits: the alpha, beta, and gamma chain. In the gamma chain, there are two tyrosines 
(amino acid) that are important for signaling. The phosphorylation (transfer of a phosphate) of 
these tyrosines by a kinase called Lyn is known to be important for the initiation of signaling. 
Then, another kinase called Syk binds to the phosphorylated tyrosines. This action is the very 
first step to the mast cell signal cascade. However, the timeline and pattern of phosphorylation of 
each tyrosine is unknown. In our project, we will investigate these unidentified parameters using 
two independent methods: modeling and experimental biology. These two approaches allow us to 
gain independent results that will complement each other. 

The purpose of the experimentation is to validate and verify the model. The way we do this is by 
finding an antibody that can detect specific phosphorylation. P0 is no phosphorylation, P1 is the 
first tyrosine phosphorylated, P2 the second, and P12 both. Using methods of phage display, 
yeast display, monoclonal analysis, drop assay, immunoprecipitation, and western blot analysis, a 
P1 antibody was found. A P2 antibody is currently being developed. However, initial 
experiments did not yield P0 or P12 antibodies, so those experiments will be done again. The P1 
antibody was developed and then tested against the gamma subunit. The mast cell signal cascade 
was initiated with different concentrations of the allergen, then stopped at different times. Next, 
the gamma subunit was picked out for experimentation. When tested against the antibody, 
phosphorylation at two minutes was detected, but the antibody did not detect phosphorylation at 
five minutes. This suggests that P1 is phosphorylated by two minutes and dephosphorylated by 
five minutes. However, the gamma subunit may or may not have been picked out from the mast 
cell successfully. These experiments will be repeated to confirm results. All of this data was 
compared with the simulations of the model. 

The purpose of the modeling is to find new drug targets in order to speed up the experimental 
methodology. This is done using a programming language called BioNetGen which specializes in 
simulating cellular signaling. BioNetGen is a rule-based programming language which means the 
programmer writes very simple rules that dictate the interactions of molecules and add rates or 
parameters which define the scope of the rule. Using this approach, we have made a simulation 
in which, the allergen or DNP (dinitrophenyl) binds to the IgE receptor or more specifically the 
fragment antigen-binding (Fab). Next, a receptor localizes the Lyn Kinase which phosphorylates 
the opposite receptor’s gamma chain. Then, the Syk Kinase binds to the phosphorylated tyrosine 
of the gamma chain and the cell signaling cascade begins. We input the molecules of interest, 
rules for interactions, and parameters governing the rules in order to receive specified outputs, 
such as P1 phosphorylation. In agreement with preliminary experimental data, the model predicts 
an increase in P1 phosphorylation. 
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Once the model has been completely validated, it can predict phosphorylation patterns of P2 and 
P12. Experiments can be done to verify those results as well. Then, the model can design a small 
molecule that will bind to the phosphorylated gamma. This molecule will prevent the binding of 
Syk to the phosphorylated tyrosine, and therefore inhibit the signal cascade. This also means that 
the rest of the cell’s functions would go on normally because the only thing that would be 
affected is a transient change of a single protein. After the molecule is modeled, experiments will 
be done to make, develop, and test it against the gamma subunit. If successful, this drug 
molecule can be tested in animals, and then go through clinical trials. Eventually, it would 
become a new drug for allergies. This molecule will inhibit the very first steps of the signal 
cascade, which is before any current medications stop signaling. Therefore, our drug would be 
more effective and beneficial than any current day medications. In conclusion, by using 
experimentation as well as modeling, we would develop a new drug for allergies that stops the 
initial steps of mast cell signaling.  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Introduction 

The overall purpose of this project is to develop a new drug for allergies. Allergies are an 
abnormal response by the immune system. Seasonal allergies are usually caused by pollens from 
grasses, trees, weeds, etc. Other allergies can be caused by foods or animal fur. The symptoms 
are sneezing, itchy throat, nose, or eyes, nasal congestion, runny nose, coughing, and watery or 
red eyes. 20% of Americans are affected by allergies whose development is triggered by genetics 
as well as the environment. 
Human body’s reaction to an allergen 
During an allergic reaction, an 
allergen binds to a mast cell in 
an organism, as shown in figure 
1(1). The mast cell’s proteins 
begin signaling other parts of 
the cell using phosphorylation. 
This results in the degranulation 
of the cell (shown in electron 
micrograph(2)). Degranulation 
is the disruption of the mast cell 
membrane to release histamines, 
cytokines, chemokines, etc. This 
is where current medications 
prevent allergies with the use of 
antihistamines or steroids.  

Current Medications

Most current 
medications treat 
allergises after 
mast cell 
degranulation. The 
drug we would like 
to develop would 
stop the cascade 
during the initial 
steps of signaling, 
making it a more 
effective and 
beneficial 
treatment. 
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Electron Micrograph of 
Mast Cell Undergoing 

Allergy Response

Treatment 
option Mechanism of action Advantages Disadvantages

antihistamines

• blocks action of histamine at receptor 
• competes with histamine for binding 
• displaces histamine from receptor 
• prevents histamine from eliciting a response

• many different forms 
of medicines 
available 

• effective short-term 
relief

• causes drowsiness 
due to blocking of 
histamine receptors 
on nerve and brain 
cells 

• not all medicines 
effective on all 
people

allergy shots/
immuno therapy

• desensitization of mediator release from mast 
cells and basophils to allergen exposure

• one of the best long-
term solutions 

• may be most 
effective form of 
treatment

• have to get shots for 
five years or more 

• not all allergies are 
cured

mast cell 
stabilizers

• blocks a calcium channel essential for mast cell 
degranulation, so no histamines are released

• many different forms 
of medicines 
available

• could have side 
effects 

• takes several weeks 
before treatment is 
felt

steroids

• blocks cytokines and chemokines at receptor • many different forms 
of medicines 
available

• could have side 
effects 

• requires use during 
asymptomatic 
seasons

neti pot/shower
• removes allergens from the body • no side effects • does not have long 

term effects

Figure 1



Inside the mast cell 
Figure 2 depicts the signal cascade in the mast cell leading to allergy(3). The mast cells have 
many different receptors. Our project focuses on the high affinity receptor for IgE, also known as 
FcεRI. This specific receptor is important because the IgE molecule was originally evolved to 

fight parasites. However, in a 
developed country, humans usually 
live in a very clean community.This 
means the IgEs do not have any 
parasites to fight, so it binds to 
random substances such as pollens, 
food, etc. The FcεRI receptor binds 
to the IgE molecules, which binds 
to an allergen. When multiple IgE-
receptor complexes are co-localized 
by an allergen, it causes the 
initiation of the signal cascade in a 
mast cell. 
 

 

Subunits of FcεRI receptor 
The FcεRI receptor has three protein 
subunits: alpha, beta, and gamma as 
shown in figure 3 (4). The gamma is 
considered the key part of the signal 
cascade. When an allergen is received 
by the mast cell, two FcεRI IgE 
receptors are brought together. 
Phosphorylation, (i.e., the transfer of a 
phosphate group) of the beta protein’s 
amino acid tyrosine (yellow circles) 
localizes the Lyn kinase. This kinase 
then phosphorylates the gamma of the 
other receptor. Thus, it is necessary to 
have at least two receptors bind to the 
allergen, otherwise the gamma is not 
phosphorylated. The phosphorylated 
gamma subunit is then recognized and 
bound by the Syk kinase, which 
initiates the signal cascade as shown 
in figure 2. 
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Summary of Previous Research 
• Gamma subunit phosphorylation is needed for initiation of the signal cascade in a mast cell(5). 
• The amount of phosphorylation is dependent upon the concentration of allergen and duration 

of exposure(5). 
• It is not known whether the N-terminal tyrosine (P1) or the C-terminal tyrosine (P2) is 

phosphorylated during this process.  
• If both tyrosines are phosphorylated, the time and duration of phosphorylation for each of the 

tyrosines are also not known. 
• Computational models have been made but confirmation of results has been limited due to lack 

of reagents for detection of specific phosphorylation sites. 

Hypothesis 
If we develop a drug that will stop the signal cascade in a mast cell, it would be more effective 
than current medications. 
Challenges: A molecule that can detect and inhibit the signal cascade starting from initial 
phosphorylation has never been found. This is because detecting a single phosphate within the 
sea of molecules in the signal cascade is extremely difficult. The only thing differentiating 
dephosphorylated gamma from phosphorylated gamma is five atoms (PO4). This is also a 
transient change, not a change in the subunit itself. Finding a molecule that can detect 
phosphorylation, and therefore inhibit the signal cascade, will be challenging. This is the 
innovation of our project. 

Experimental Design 
1) Understand timeline for activation and pattern of gamma phosphorylation 

- We do this using two different methods: modeling and experimentation. The purpose of 
the modeling is to develop drug targets. The purpose of the experimentation is to validate 
and verify the model. Combining our efforts will help us reach our overall goal of 
developing a drug faster than if it was done with only one side of this project. The 
modeling and experimental biology will also complement and verify each other’s results. 

2) Find small molecules that enhance/inhibit the signal cascade 
- Modeling can be used to design small molecules that will inhibit the signal cascade by 
binding to the phosphorylated gamma subunit. This will prevent the binding of Syk. 
However, the rest of the cell’s functions will go on normally. Experimental data will 
provide guidance for the small molecule design. If successful, this molecule will be 
developed further to become a new drug for allergies. If unsuccessful, a library of small 
molecules can be scanned and tested against the gamma subunit. The model can narrow 
down the amount of testing that would have to be done. Once an inhibiting molecule is 
found, it will be developed to become a new drug for allergies. 

3) Develop new drugs for allergies 
- Once the drug has been tested against the gamma subunit, it can been tested in animals. If 
this is successful, the drug can go into various clinical trials to be tested against humans.  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Developing Antibodies 
The overall purpose of the experimental side of the project is to validate and verify the model. To 
do this, experiments will be done to attain antibodies that can detect specific phosphorylation. 
Selection of Antibodies using Phage Display 
The selection of antibodies requires a target, so gamma subunit peptides were used. A peptide is 
a part of the gamma subunit (amino acid sequence 
in table). Synthetic peptides allow labelling, 
uniform phosphorylation, and availability in 
higher quantities. Biotin and non biotin labeled 
and peptides were used for selections and sorting. 
A library containing 1013 different antibody genes 
were cloned into M13 phage virus (7). This library 
was used for selection of antibodies against each 
of the peptides. Three rounds of selection were 
carried out for each peptide. This yielded a mini 
library of 104 antibodies for each peptide that was more specific. The 
antibody genes were then amplified using polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) and cloned into yeast display vector (8). 
 
Sorting for Antibodies using Yeast Display 

In yeast display, antibodies are displayed on baker’s yeast (8). This 
allows visualization of antibody display and peptide binding using a 
technology called flow cytometry (9). Flow cytometry is a laser-based 
technology that records when an antibody is displayed on yeast (x-
axis) and recognizing the peptide (y-axis) as shown in Figure 5. This 
allows sorting of yeast that contain specific antibodies. After three 
rounds of phage selection, P0, P2, and P12 specific binders had been 
successfully selected (shown in Figure 6). P2 yeast sorting is ongoing. 
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The P0 yeast library also had very good P1 binders, so P1 specific antibodies were selected out 
of this library. Subtractive sorting was used to remove P0 binders out of the P1 library. These 
antibodies ended up being the best binders, so P1 experimental results are shown in the following 
figures. After three rounds of yeast sorting, about a hundred P1 and P12 specific yeast colonies 
were chosen for further analysis out of the 104 libraries for P0 and P12.  The P0 antibody library 
did not yield P0 specific binders. 

Monoclonal Analysis and Drop Assay 
Out of the hundred colonies of yeast for P1 and P12, twenty four of each were chosen to be 
studied individually in a monoclonal analysis. The results showed that each of the P1 clones was 
specific to the P1 and P12 peptides. The P12 clones were specific to the P12 peptide. Then a 
drop assay was done. The drop assay is used to find out if the antibodies are binding to the 
peptide itself or to the biotin it is labelled with for selection and sorting purposes. The drop assay 
for P1 was successful, the P1 antibodies were binding to the peptide and not the biotin. However, 
the P12 antibodies were only binding to the biotinylated peptide, so selection or sorting for P12 
will need to be done again. PCR fingerprinting 
and DNA sequencing (shown in Figure 8) was 
done for the best eight P1 antibodies. This 
showed that the DNA sequences of the DNA 
making the proteins were exactly the same. 
One antibody was sent for DNA sequencing. 
This was translated into an amino acid 
sequence of the antibody. 

Immuno Precipitation and Western Blot Analysis 
The P1 antibody that was selected recognized the peptide successfully, but the peptide is only a 
segment of the gamma subunit. Therefore, the next experiment focused on testing the ability of 
the antibody to recognize the phosphorylated gamma subunit. Mast cells were stimulated with 
different concentrations of DNP-BSA (2nM, 20nM, and 200nM), then the signal cascade was 
stopped at different times (two minutes and five minutes). This was done by lysing, or exploding, 
the cell. Then, using an immuno precipitation procedure, the gamma subunit was picked out of 
the cell lysate to be tested against the antibody. To check that the gamma had successfully been 
selected out of the lysate, a western blot analysis was done (Figure 9). The gamma had not been 
selected for the first three samples, and it is uncertain whether it has been picked for samples five 
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and seven. The next western blot analysis shows whether the antibody is binding to the gamma 
subunit, and therefore whether the first tyrosine is phosphorylated (Figure 10). In samples four 
and six, there is definitely a band. Both of these samples were lysed at two minutes, which 
suggests that there is phosphorylation of P1 at two minutes. There is no band for samples five 
and seven, indicating that P1 dephosphorylates by five minutes. However, since the results of the 
immuno precipitation for those samples are unsure, P1 may or may not be phosphorylated by 
five minutes. These experiments will have to be done again to check the phosphorylation for the 
first three samples and verify whether or not P1 is phosphorylated at five minutes. 
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Modeling 

Introduction 
During an allergic reaction, an allergen binds to a mast cell in an organism. The mast cell’s 
proteins begin signaling other parts of the cell using phosphorylation. The FcεRI receptor binds 
to IgE molecules, which binds to an allergen. When two IgE molecules are coupled by an 
allergen, it causes the initiation of the signal cascade in a mast cell. The FcεR1 receptor has three 
protein subunits: alpha, beta, and gamma. Phosphorylation of the amino acid tyrosine (Y in 
figure to the far right) by Lyn kinase is the first step of the signaling. Phosphorylated gamma 
subunit is then recognized by Syk kinase and the signal cascade continued. 

Mathematical models are powerful tools that can be used to understand complex biological 
systems. Pathway models can be used to narrow down which experimental conditions would be 
most useful to consider, and can provide insights into the effect of variables on biological 
systems. Computational models of FcεRI have been developed but confirmation of model 
predictions has been limited due to lack of reagents for detection of specific phosphorylation 
sites (15). These phosphorylation sites are difficult to detect because the difference between a 
phosphorylated site and a non-phosphorylated one is only five atoms. In this project, modeling 
can be used to make experimental design more efficient. This can be done by using the model to 
predict phosphorylation dynamics and the impact of small molecule inhibitors. Such inhibitors 
can sometimes produce unexpected repercussions in cell signaling networks, and thus it is 
desirable to have a model that could predict such effects (16). These capabilities would reduce 
the cost and time needed to run experiments. 

Method 
To model the signaling of the IgE receptor, a programming language called BioNetGen 
Language (BNGL) was used. BNGL is specifically designed for development of chemical kinetic 
models of cell signaling systems. BioNetGen is a rule-based programming language which 
means you specify the necessary and sufficient conditions for a reaction to occur, as well as 
parameters governing the rates of the reactions (10). Traditional approaches for modeling cell 
signaling systems have many chemical species interacting and require numerous specific 
statements of the network specification (14). This problem is avoided using rules in the place of 
interactions which makes the network specification brief and to the point (14). Pictured in Figure 
11 are a few of the rules for ligand interactions graphically represented. Below each diagram is 
the rule as it is written in BNGL. Figure 12 is a full rule map of the rules in our program (13). 
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Figure 11: 

 

 

Figure 12: 
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The graphical representations of the rules and the actual syntax 
used in the program below it.

The graphical representation of all the rules in the program.



In our simulation, the allergen or DNP (dinitrophenyl) binds to the IgE receptor or more 
specifically the fragment antigen-binding (Fab) as shown by the Figure 13. Next, a receptor 
localizes the Lyn Kinase which phosphorylates the opposite receptor’s gamma chain. Syk then 
binds to the phosphorylated tyrosine of the gamma chain and the cell signaling cascade begins. 
We input the molecules of interest, rules for interactions, and parameters governing the rules in 
order to receive specified outputs, such as P1 phosphorylation.  

Figure 13: 

Results 
We have used a rule-based approach to create a program that simulates the phosphorylation 
dynamics of all of the sites that are detectable experimentally using the antibodies described in 
the experimental part of this project. A limitation of this simulation is the number of species 
potentially generated by the model is large enough to require a network-free simulation.This 
means our results are stochastic and in order to have reliable results we have to run the 
simulation multiple times.We have run the simulation at concentrations: 2nM, 20nM, and 
200nM, from 2 - 5 minutes each 1000 times to eliminate the stochastic nature of the results. In 
agreement with preliminary experimental data, the model predicts an increase in P1 
phosphorylation. In the future, we can use the model to more accurately and conveniently predict 
phosphorylation pattern at many different concentrations and times to be verified by 
experimental results and model the effects of inhibiting molecules on signaling cascade to find 
new drugs for allergy. The model can also be used to predict and to test various molecules to use 
as inhibitors. Such inhibitors can sometimes produce unexpected repercussions in cell signaling 
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networks, and thus it is desirable to have a model that could predict such effects (16). This would 
narrow down antibody libraries and reduce the cost and time needed to run experiments. Thus, 
the experimental methodology would be yield results much faster than without the modeling. 
 

Conclusion 
An antibody that can detect P1 phosphorylation was found. It detected phosphorylation at two 
minutes and dephosphorylation by five minutes. However, the immuno precipitation results of 
the five minutes samples are uncertain so those experiments will have to be done again. P2 yeast 
sorting is ongoing, and alternate selection and sorting procedures will be done to attain P0 and 
P12 antibodies. 

We have run the simulation at concentrations: 2nM, 20nM, and 200nM, from 2 - 5 minutes each. 
In agreement with preliminary experimental data, the model predicts an increase in P1 
phosphorylation. In the future, we can use the model to more accurately and conveniently predict 
phosphorylation pattern at many different concentrations and times to be verified by 
experimental results.  

Once the model has been completely validated, it can predict the phosphorylation  and 
dephosphorylation of P0, P1, P2, and P12. All of these results can be verified by the 
experimentation. Once all of that has been finished, the modeling can be used to study the effects 
of inhibitory molecules to find new drugs for allergies. This will narrow down the number of 
molecules that will need to be tested by experimentation, leading to faster drug development. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

This project investigates the predictability of planetary and weather systems. A computer 
code was written to model each system. A simple analogy of weather prediction is the Lorenz 
attractor, a set of differential equations that model atmospheric convection. A large number of 
simulations were run with many distinct initial conditions. It was demonstrated that no matter 
how close together the initial points are set, the paths will diverge if given enough time. The 
solar system model applies gravitational properties such as Newton’s second law and Newton’s 
law of universal gravitation. After giving all of these planets accurate initial velocities and 
positions, this simple model of the solar system was used to predict planetary orbits. By 
perturbing the initial positions of Earth and Jupiter in a large number of simulations, it was 
shown that planetary orbits are relatively stable. Although large perturbations in the initial 
locations cause large alterations of the orbit, small perturbations cause small changes.  

These models show the fundamental difference between chaotic and predictable systems: 
weather is only predictable for a short period of time and is very sensitive to initial conditions, 
while planetary orbits are predictable for long durations and are not very sensitive to small 
perturbations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In 1963, Ed Lorenz derived equations with the intent to simplify some weather 
forecasting formulas [2]. Lorenz stumbled upon this revolutionary example of a chaotic system 
without having any idea of how his model would play such a big part within the scientific and 
mathematical community. Before Lorenz had made this discovery, the scientific community had 
thought that all systems were predictable if sufficient information was known. These equations, 
widely known as the Lorenz attractor, led to the discovery of chaos theory. The attractor 
demonstrated the ultimate importance that sensitivity to initial conditions played within chaotic 
systems. Within the three dimensional system of the Lorenz attractor, even if the initial spread 
between the points is miniscule, the points will become separated in an unpredictable manner 
given enough time [1]. 

In order to have a comparison to the Lorenz attractor, a solar system model was created 
to demonstrate the differences between the two systems. The planets have been orbiting the sun 
for billions of years, so the solar system appears to be a very stable system. A mathematical 
model of the planets can be created by using fundamental laws of gravitational pull, Newton's 
second law, and acceleration. With the initial locations, masses, and velocities of the planets, the 
model computes the planets’ trajectories. Within this basic system, each body acts and reacts to 
the gravitational pull of all the other objects, just like the actual solar system. Because the solar 
system is a predictable system, if one planet is slightly perturbed, then the other planets within 
the system should be disturbed very little, in comparison to a chaotic system, where similar paths 
would ultimately diverge. 

 

DESCRIPTION 
 

Solar System Model 
 
Newton's law of universal gravitation [6] is  

F = G d 2
m   m 1  2   

where  is force,  is the gravitational constant,  is the mass of an object, and  is theF G  m i d  
distance between objects, 

   d =√ x   ( i − x j)  2 + y   ( i − y j)  2 + z   ( i − z j)  2  
Newton’s second law is  

a  F = m  
where a is the acceleration. If there are multiple forces applied to an object, Newton’s second law 
is 
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  a∑
N

i=1
F i = m  

where  is the number of forces that are acting on an object. Substituting in Newton’s law ofN  
universal gravitation and solving for acceleration of a single body, 

 a j = G ∑
N

i=1 d 
2

m i   

A tangent line approximation was used in the python computer code [4] to compute the 
derivatives. 
Acceleration is computed as

a = dt
dv ≈ t  −t n+1 n

v  −v n+1 n  
and velocity is

v = dt
dx ≈ t  −t n+1 n

x  −x n+1 n  
where   is the location and   is the time index. In three dimensions, the code computes thex n  
acceleration of each planet in reaction to all the other bodies within the system. The velocity for 
these bodies is based on the acceleration and at every time step, the location is based on the 
velocity.  

At each time step in the python code computes the following: 
loop in time: 

loop over all planets: 
1. compute acceleration based on forces of other planets 

   a n = G ∑
N

i=1 d 
2

m i   

2. compute velocity from acceleration  
      (t    )  v n+1 = v n + a n n+1 − t n  

3. compute new location from velocity 

        (t    )  x n+1 = x n + v n+1 n+1 − t n  
 
Lorenz Model 
 

According to Wolfram MathWorld, “The Lorenz attractor is an attractor that arises in a 
simplified system of equations describing the twodimensional flow of fluid of uniform depth, 
with an imposed temperature difference, under gravity, with buoyancy, thermal diffusivity, and 
kinematic viscosity” [5].  The Lorenz attractor is the system of differential equations 
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[6] 
where   is the intensity of the convection current,   is the temperature of the currents going upx y  
and the currents going down,   is the difference in vertical temperature profile from linearity.z  
The constants,  and  are dimensionless parameters related to the strength of heating, the, ,σ ρ ,β  
viscosity, the diffusivity, and the geometry of the domain. 

A computer model of the Lorenz equations was created using Python code. Using the 
tangent line approximation to step forward in time, 

dt
dx ≈ t  −t n+1 n

x  −x n+1 n  
When solving for   at the new time,x  

    (t    )  x n+1 = x n + dt
dx

n+1 − t n  
it is possible to solve for the new position of   at the next time step. The variables   and   arex y z  
stepped forward in a similar manner. 

The initial positions of   and   are controlled within the code as follows. The points,x y z  
are randomly placed within a conceptual cube of space. The size and the locations for this cube 
are set within the code.  

At each timestep in the code, a spread is calculated as follows. The center of the cluster 
of points is computed by taking the average location of all the points. The spread is the average 
distance of all the points to the center.  

 

RESULTS 
 

Solar System Model 
 

The initial positions and velocities of the planets were acquired from the JPL Horizons 
website [3]. Using these, it was possible to create a realistic simulation of the solar system. 
Figure 1 is a threedimensional image of this simulation. From the start date of 1/4/2016, a 
simulation was run for one Earth year with a time step of one Earth day (fig. 2). It was confirmed 
that Earth returned to the same location after one year, showing that the model was working 
correctly. The simulation was run out for a duration of twenty years in order to show the orbits of 
the outer planets (fig. 3). 

In order to see the effects of perturbing the solar system, three sets of experiments were 
conducted where the Sun, the Earth, and Jupiter were perturbed in each. When the Sun was 
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perturbed by 0.5 AU, (astronomical units) the planets had very large orbital adjustments, but 
continued to orbit around the Sun (fig. 8). In the next experiments, the initial locations of Earth 
and Jupiter were perturbed randomly within a set cube of space. This cube's dimensions varied 
from 1 AU to  AU in increments of  . Within these experiments, a group of 100 1 × 1 −6 0 1 × 1 −1  
simulations were run at each separation distance. Figure 4 and 5 show the average spread of 
Earth amongst these 10 simulations when Earth is perturbed, (fig. 5) and when Jupiter is 
perturbed (fig. 4). These results show that large initial perturbations lead to large adjustments in 
Earth’s orbit, and that small perturbations lead to small adjustments.  This demonstrates that the 
solar system is predictable on a time scale of at least 300 years. 
 
Lorenz Model 
 

Using the Lorenz equations, figures 911 show three different moments in time when the 
particle paths are plotted in three dimensional parameter space. Much like the perturbation of the 
planets, the initial points are randomly placed within a conceptual cube of xyz space, and then 
run out to the desired length of time.  

Figures 1214 have 6 different groups of 10 simulations within each graph. Each line on 
the graph has a different size cube of initial locations,  ranging from 10 to   in0 1 × 1 −6  
increments of ten. Other than figure 13a, these are displayed in the form of a log plot so that the 
initial spread of each simulation is more visible. The y axis on these plots show the average 
separation of particles. From these plots, it is easy to see that even if the initial points are very 
close together, given enough time, they will separate in an unpredictable manner. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this project, two systems of differential equations were tested for predictability. It was 
found that the Lorenz attractor was a chaotic system. No matter how close the initial points were 
placed together they separate in an unpredictable manner. On the other hand, the planetary orbits 
were stable to small perturbations. This draws the conclusion that the solar system is predictable. 

In closing, the solar system is a predictable system. This means that it is stable even with 
small anomalies in the system. For example, it is possible to predict an eclipse hundreds of years 
from now, down to the minute that it starts, even if there is an unexpected meteor that enters the 
solar system. The Lorenz attractor is a chaotic system. Because of this, the system can only be 
predicted for a limited amount of time. After an extended amount of time, the system becomes 
too chaotic to predict. For example, weather is only predictable for about ten days, and even then 
it is not entirely accurate.  
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Executive Summary 

Air pollution is a major contributor to health and environmental problems around the 

world.  Hence, several companies are in the process of developing materials to reduce this smog.  

Titanium oxide (TiO2), a photocatalyst, is at the center of this research.  The goal of this 

simulation was to find the most effective placement of TiO2-bearing materials in an urban 

environment, from ground level infrastructure to the rooftops of highrises.  Over the course of 

this experiment, we have researched the variables that contribute to the creation and dispersal of 

air pollution, as well as the materials currently in production.  The model was created using 

NetLogo and simulates the dispersal and removal of smog along a stretch of road within a 

rudimentary cityscape.  We anticipate that the data acquired from our simulation, which indicates 

that these materials are more efficient at neutralizing pollution at ground level under ideal 

conditions for the better part of the day, could be utilized by city planners to maximize smog 

reduction.  On a large scale and over an extended period of time, lessening smog could 

contribute to a reduction in smog related illness and deaths, as well as global temperatures.   
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Overview 

Over the past few years, smog has become a worldwide problem.  In many areas, it 

disturbs the population's daily lives and activities, ranging in severity from obstruction of long 

distance vision to fatal illness.  Smog is a continuously growing threat and companies globally 

are coming up with new ways, plans, and materials that can help reduce the smog in the air, 

including titanium oxide bearing products.  Smog-reducing materials, such as concretes, paints, 

and roofing tiles, have proved effective in diminishing smog almost instantly.  However, they are 

costly, which means they will only be economically feasible when applied where most impactful.  

This is where our project comes in.  Since it is not cost effective to incorporate smog-reducing 

compounds over the entire surface area of a building, we have created a road lined with buildings 

in a rudimentary cityscape and applied these materials at varying elevations on the buildings in 

order to discover the placement that maximizes their efficiency. 

Smog is directly responsible for various health issues in both humans and animals.  These 

effects include, but are not limited to: eye irritation, respiratory issues (including worsening of 

asthma), cancer, and even death.  The World Health Organization has estimated that 2.4 million 

people worldwide die annually from causes directly attributed to smog [9].  In fact, the most 

affected countries, such as China, experience in excess of 4,000 casualties a day [6].  Not only 

does smog negatively affect humans, but it also injures the living world in and around heavily 

urbanized areas.  Larger amounts of smog can inhibit the growth of plants by infecting them with 

artificial diseases, and can directly result in the deaths of hundreds of animals [10].  Moreover, 

because smog is a mixture of various greenhouse gases, it is a known contributor to global 

warming. 
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Harbin, China's Heilongjiang province 

Source:  AFP/Getty Images 

 

Smog is created when sunlight reacts with nitrogen oxides (either NO or NO2) and at 

least one volatile organic compound (VOC) in the atmosphere.  Other compounds present in 

smog include sulfur dioxide, ozone (O3), and particulate matter.  VOCs are organic chemicals 

that exist in a gaseous state at room temperature and due to their low boiling point large 

quantities enter the air.  Examples of VOCs comprise the vapors produced by gasoline at service 

stations, surface coatings such as oil paints, solvents such as barbecue starters, fuel combustion, 

and some types of vegetation.  Similarly, sources of NOxs include manufacturing industries, 

electricity generating stations, fossil fuel powered plants, oil refineries, pulp and paper plants, 

and incinerators [11; 15].  Almost all of the particles that combine to create smog are byproducts 

of industrial or combustive processes.  Therefore, urban areas with significant transportation and 

industrialization are more susceptible to smog and the resultant problems.  Based on our 

understanding of the air pollution contributors, the smog in our simulation will originate along 

the roadway and disperse outward and upward.  
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Harbin, China's Heilongjiang province 

Source:  ChinaFotoPress/Getty Images 

 

  In order to reduce smog and the negative effects associated with it, materials, such as 

concretes, paints, and roofing tiles, are being made with nanoparticles of titanium oxide (TiO2).  

While costly, (TX Active Aria and similar products can run 6 times the expense of ordinary 

cement [6]) when exposed to sunlight, or more specifically the ultraviolet rays (UV) within its 

spectrum, these particles act as a photocatalyst, using light to accelerate the breakdown of the 

chemicals that make up smog.  The UV rays create “holes” in the valence shell of the titanium 

oxide.  These “holes” either make it to the surface of the particle or are filled by the electrons 

already present.  When the “holes” reach the surface, the titanium oxide reacts with adsorbed 

surface water to create hydroxyl (OH) and superoxides.  These actively break down the 

pollutants into byproducts such as oxygen, water, carbon dioxide, nitrate, sulfate, and calcium 

nitrate.  Calcium carbonate, a base present in concrete and asphalt, helps to neutralize any acidic 

components (see Appendix A).  Ideally these comparatively harmless substances are washed off 

of the surface with the next rain storm or road washing [2].  Our simulation replicates the use of 

these materials at various altitudes in an urban environment, from ground level to roofing 
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materials.  To indicate the presence of titanium oxide in our model, white patch coloration has 

been used.  Communication between these patches and the smog represent the interactions 

between the TiO2 particles in the concrete and NOxs in the air. 

An important variable in the circulation of smog is wind.  Various studies have shown 

that cities set in a grid pattern (gridiron) can generate winds in excess of 50 mph which influence 

the direction and distribution of smog in urban areas.  This results in three primary wind patterns 

or formations.  The most influential is the incredibly strong downdraft of wind caused by 

buildings that are above the average level of rooftops.  These much taller buildings catch high 

velocity winds, directing it down the building (much like a sail on a boat) to street level.  Once 

there, the currents are splashed around and aid in the formation of both the Monroe and Vortices 

Effects [7].  The Monroe Effect is a strong updraft along the sidewalk, while the Vortices Effect 

is defined by miniature, street-level tornadoes caused by buildings with sharp corners.  Fast 

moving wind cannot navigate turns and creates eddies near these corners.  We plan to address 

urban wind currents next year in the continuation of this project. 

In the past decade, smog has become an increasingly prevalent, world-wide issue.  It 

results in 2.4 million casualties worldwide annually and has contributed to an increase in average 

global temperatures. Our program identifies how companies that are developing smog-combating 

materials can implement their products in the most cost-effective manner via strategic placement 

in urban environments.  Our hypothesis that the placement of titanium oxide at ground level 

would result in a more significant reduction of smog, as this is nearest its point of origin, proved 

true to an extent.   
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The Code 
Description of Project 

Our NetLogo simulation (see Appendix C) explores and replicates the dispersal and 

removal of smog within a rudimentary 3D cityscape.  Within these confines we are able to model 

the smog’s spread both vertically and horizontally, creating a more accurate simulation of our 

problem.  A gradient of colors indicates the concentration of smog in a given open air patch.  The 

smog diffuses within the air (shown as patches) uniformly, without bias.  Our buildings are also 

constructed of patches, which have been assigned a variable of either TiO2 or concrete.  The 

TiO2 patches reduce smog; the concrete does not.  Placement of titanium oxide patches from 

rooftops to street level varies in each run of the simulation. 

In our simulation, white-colored patches representing TiO2 bearing materials are placed 

in three positions, low, middle, and high, roughly correlating with the ground level, middle, and 

rooftop of buildings.  White was chosen as this is common in current real-world applications (see 

Appendix B).  This is the only variable at this time, but not the only important feature; our model 

simulates several crucial behaviors: smog dispersal and the interaction between smog and the 

buildings. Both are effectively guided by NetLogo’s Neighbors6 script.  Unfortunately, we were 

not able to utilize Netlogo’s Diffusion script as it is not compatible with the 3D environment. 

The smog dispersal program developed diffuses smog equally to all surrounding patches 

using the Neighbors6 program.  First each patch counts the patches around it that it can give 

smog to; this includes any that do not identify as a building or ground.  It then divides its current 

concentration (or percentage) of smog by that number plus one.  When this is done it resets its 

smog concentration to this value and available adjacent patches add this number to theirs.  As 

this process continues the smog disperses throughout the area.  Smog is continually created along 

the roadway.  If this were not occurring the smog would diffuse to the point it would be virtually 
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nonexistent.  On the other hand, if left unchecked by a set number of ticks, the dispersal would 

eventually create a state of equilibrium in which the smog added is matched by the amount lost.  

This diffusion occurs equally in all directions without bias.  In reality smog does not diffuse 

without bias and can be observed in greater concentrations closer to the ground.  Additionally, it 

is influenced by the wind patterns created by the gridiron pattern of cities. 

In order to get the correct scaling of the patches and ticks in proportion to each other, 

research and calculations had to be done.  According to the Lawrence Berkeley National 

Laboratory in 2008, one square meter of TiO2 coated material can remove 200 cubic meters in 

one 12-hour day [1] under optimal conditions.  This removal rate can be impacted by many 

factors such as light intensity, humidity, wind, and smog concentration.  Therefore, in one hour 

one square meter removes 16.6 cubic meters.  For the rest of the calculation, the scaling of the 

patches must be taken into consideration.  In this simulation each patch is the equivalent of one 

story or three meters tall.  Due to this, each patch is a 3x3x3 cube and each face has an area of 9 

square meters.  As such, the multiplication of 16.6 by 9 results in 149.4 cubic meters.  When 

divided by 27 (each cubic patch contains 27 cubic meters) it can be determined that one patch 

can process 5.53 cubic patches of smog.  Through this we can also extrapolate that in 1 / 5.53 

(≈11 minutes) of an hour one cubic patch is processed.  This data gives us two important pieces 

of information.  One tick represents 1 / 5.53 of an hour and during that time a single patch of 

smog is processed per TiO2 face.  Additionally, we find that one 12-hour day is roughly 66 ticks 

or 5.53 multiplied by 12. 
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Problems with the Code 

All codes develop problems during their creation; ours was no different.  The first of 

these came with the addition of buildings into the environment.  Rather than spread around the 

buildings the smog “deleted” neighboring patches.  This was a simple problem fixed with the 

Boolean variable “surface” which allowed for the smog to determine if the patches around it 

were a building or ground.  The next problem occurred during the integration of shading the 

smog.  Rather than transitioning between gradients of brown it shifted from light brown to every 

other spectrum of the color wheel.  This was due to the lack of a restriction limiting the 

percentage of smog a patch could have.  As such, a patch could have a concentration ranging 

from 0 to 100 and above. 

 

Unlike those mentioned above, the most recent problem overcome directly affected the 

data being gathered.  When created, the NetLogo world defaults to a torus shape.  In this shape 

the sides of the cube link up to their opposites.  As such when the smog flows and hits the wall it 

diffuses to the other side and adds to itself rather than eventually tapering off.  When this 
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happens we lose its point of origin along the road and smog is essentially coming in from all 

sides.  It becomes a system that feeds itself, resulting in larger levels than would normally be 

recorded, including concentrations and cubic meters.  This was resolved by programming the 

outside border of the simulation to continuously clear itself, essentially preventing the smog from 

looping.  As the smog continuously diffuses into this gap, it allows for a virtual extension of the 

landscape surrounding the city. 
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Conclusion 

The graph below shows the average level of smog within the cityscape as measured in 

cubic meters under several conditions:  no TiO2 (control), bottom, middle, and top placement of 

TiO2, and full coverage.  When no TiO2 is present we see an outcome reminiscent of an 

exponential graph--small gains, followed by increasingly rapid production.  The placement of 

TiO2 at the top of the building provides us with similar data (see Appendix D). We can observe a 

nearly identical trend until roughly the 50th tick, at which point the smog reaches the same level 

as that of the TiO2 and can finally be processed.  However, it has built up to the extent that the 

material is unable to make much of a dent in the ticks remaining and we see only a small 

deviation from the control.  The placement of the TiO2 at the middle elevation is also reflective 

of the control.  It branches off at roughly the 35th tick and then runs a nearly parallel course to the 

control for the last 15. Despite a longer interaction between the building and the smog, once it 

makes it past the level of the titanium oxide it diffuses freely resulting in an overall decrease that 

is only 2.4% higher than the placement of the material at the top.  This most likely accounts for 

the parallel growth rate. 
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Analysis of the difference between the remaining data sets--bottom placement of TiO2 

and full coverage--shows a similar progression until roughly the 45th tick.   At this point we see a 

sharp increase in the difference (see below) and that the effectiveness of the bottom placement 

reduces significantly. This trend is indicative of the smog surpassing the height of the TiO2, at 

which point it diffuses unhindered. 

 

 A comparison of the percentage of smog processed during each placement of TiO2 shows 

a nearly identical removal rate for the bottom and middle placement at 8.4 and 8.6% 

respectively.  The top placement lagged behind at 6.2%.  These rates pale in comparison to the 

44% processed (or removed) by full coverage of the buildings.  Were the graph to be cut short at 

45 ticks, however, a very different picture would be presented.  At this point, we see the bottom 

placement performing very effectively with a 52% removal rate, the middle and top at 5 and 2% 

respectively, and full coverage sitting at 66%.  These percentages were calculated with the 

control measurement as the bar. 
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 Clearly full coverage application of titanium oxide bearing materials is most effective for 

the reduction of smog; however, it is not the most cost effective.  A bottom application would be 

more economically feasible and the second most effective up to a point, roughly mid-day, at 

which time it is overcome by the smog and falls behind the middle coverage by 2%.  In the 

current iteration of our code the diffusion of the smog occurs with no regard to other variables 

that would be encountered in a city.   We plan for this to be a two-year project, however, with 
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more in depth additions made to the code and further analysis of the data this provides. These 

modifications to the code will include the effect of wind on the city and fluctuations in smog 

production over the course of a day.  We anticipate that both will have a significant impact.  

Wind will likely push the smog within closer proximity to the buildings making the material 

more effective or prevent it from getting close enough to the TiO2 to be processed.  Fluctuations 

in production will limit the concentration of smog within the cityscape and may increase the 

impact of those peak processing hours observed from the bottom placement of titanium oxide 

bearing products. 
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SUMMARY 

Malaria is a disease that affects people of all ages around the globe, so we created a 

model to show the benefits of a new kind of treatment that utilizes genetically modified 

mosquitoes (GMM) to treat the spread. We created two different simulations: one including the 

traditional treatments of bed nets and antimalarial tablets, and one including the GMMs. We 

modeled this using NetLogo, and agent based coding platform. When using NetLogo, we set up 

graphs to clearly visualize the data. It showed that after a certain number of days, the healthy and 

unhealthy population evened out. In the simulation that modeled traditional treatments, the 

infected population consistently turned out to be the greater of the two populations, but in the 

GMM model, the healthy humans ended up with a greater population than the infected ones. 

 

DEFINITION OF PROBLEM 

Malaria is a mosquito borne-disease caused by the parasite Plasmodium. The disease is 

transmitted through the bites of infected female mosquitoes. Recently, scientists have created 

genetically modified mosquitoes that cannot transfer the plasmodium parasite. Anthony James at 

the University of California, Irvine developed a different mosquito that cannot hold or transmit 

the plasmodium parasite. This alternative mosquito would slow and even stop the spread of 

malaria if permitted to breed with the natural insects and spread the trait throughout the 

population. The problem with this solution is that it may negatively impact the delicate 

ecosystem. Our project will model the effectiveness of the genetically modified mosquitoes 

(GMM) over the current treatment plans. 
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METHOD 

 To demonstrate the effectiveness of genetically modified mosquitoes, we developed two 

different simulations using NetLogo. Both simulations had the same basic functions for humans 

and mosquitoes. Humans randomly walked around the world, but mosquitoes actively targeted 

humans. When a mosquito and a human shared a patch, they had a 2 in 5 chance of contracting 

malaria. In Cameroon, the place where our code is based, 40% of citizens experience at least one 

case of malaria each year. After being sick for 9 days(an abbreviated real life time), humans have 

a 1 in 10 chance of dying from malaria, which is the accurate death rate for malaria. After 25 

ticks, the mosquitoes die but their offspring remains. Healthy humans are depicted by a maroon 

color and infected humans are orange to exaggerate the difference between the two types. First 

generation mosquitoes are a lime green while second generation onward are a turquoise green. 

This becomes most important during the second simulation, when the offspring of the 

mosquitoes are what determine the outcome of the malaria outbreak. 

In the first simulation, the only methods of treatment were bed nets and antimalarial 

tablets. Humans had to actually travel over the patch that symbolized these treatments to get the 

chance to be cured. In an attempt to parallel reality, humans that went on bed net patches had a 1  

in 4 chance of a cure, since that is the prevention rate for bed nets. Interaction with an 

antimalarial patch led to a 9 in 10 chance of cure, again modeling real life data. Mosquitoes die 

when they enter a treatment patch.  

The main difference between the two simulations is the breeding result of mosquitoes. 

Both simulations have the mosquitoes reach a certain breeding age, then, if another breedable 

mosquito occupies the same patch, they hatch a new turquoise green mosquito. This mosquito 

performs all the same functions as the parent mosquito. However, in the second simulation, the 

second generation mosquitoes are the genetically modified mosquitoes. These are classified as a 

whole new breed (to make the coding easier) “babies”. These mosquitoes still chase humans, 

suck blood, and reproduce, but they are no longer spreading the plasmodium parasite 
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RESULTS 

When the baby generation is born, there are no new infections. This leaves time for the 

infected humans to either die out or reach a treatment center and become healthy again. In the 

first simulation, there is first a huge decrease in the healthy population as more and more people 

become infected, then the lines even out with the infected people taking up more of the 

population. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Humans and Mosquitoes: Amount of healthy humans on a steady decline 

In the second simulation, the same decrease in healthy population tries to occur, but the 

malaria-resistant offspring are born, so the healthy human number evens out again. As the 

mosquitoes begin to cover more ground, the infected mosquito population briefly overtakes the 

healthy, but the infected population soon plummets as all the first generation mosquitoes die out.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Key 

Purple: Healthy Humans 

Orange: Sick Humans 

Key 

Purple: Healthy Humans 

Orange: Sick Humans 
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2. Humans and GM Mosquitoes: Steady increase in healthy human population 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The simulations show the ineffectiveness of modern treatments being the bed nets and 

tablets based off the real world statistics. Genetically Modified Mosquitoes are beneficial in 

stabilizing the mosquito population thus reducing malarial transmission. Although these 

modified mosquitos keep malarial transmission to a standstill longer tests will need to be 

conducted to determine the long term effects of the mosquitos in regards to the environment and 

overall mosquito population. The infection rate was greatly decreased since the mosquitoes could 

no longer maintain the parasite. This comes to prove that the release of Genetically Modified 

Mosquitoes could potentially be the solution in sustaining the mosquito population and 

eradicating malarial transmission. When analyzing the data the entire system will have to be 

scaled up and incorporate other factors such as climate, in order to see the effects on a global 

scale. 
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SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENT 

The biggest achievement with this project was figuring out how to incorporate real world 

statistics and embed them into our simulation. Once referring back to our coding class and seeing 

how we performed probabilities in old assignments, we were able to break it down step by step 

and make our simulation compete with real world data. Once identifying the effects of the 

current treatments on malarial transmission we were then able to start realizing that long terms 

effects much be measured to truly determine the impact. Just being able to brainstorm ideas for 

future plans shows how much we have invested in understanding the potential of our simulation. 
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